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Abstract 

In the absence of a detailed accentual-syllabic theory of Biblical Hebrew poetry, 

DeCaen (2009) nevertheless identifies the māšāl metre in the Tiberian accentual 

signature: as a rough approximation, the māšāl measure is two musico-prosodic phrases, 

marked by two disjunctive accents. The heterometry is necessarily limited thereby to 

three to four feet per line. 

A detailed accentual-syllabic theory is supplied in the present work: māšāl is a 

quantity-sensitive, accentual-syllabic, iambic tetrameter. The analysis is couched in the 

Bracketed-Grid Theory of Fabb & Halle (2008, 2009). The proposed metrical-grid 

algorithm is parameterized, constituting a generalized conjecture on Biblical Hebrew 

poetry. The detailed scansion of 132 lines and the statistical analysis thereof are presented 

in appendices. 

The analysis will also be of interest to students of musicology in the ancient and 

medieval worlds. The general approach, methodology and re-analysis of what has 

conventionally been considered “strong stress” metre as accentual-syllabic metre is 

relevant also to students of Old English and Old Icelandic literatures. 
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I cannot settle which is worse, 

the Anti-Novel or Free Verse.
2
 

 

But seek alone to hear the strange things said 

By God to the bright hearts of those long dead, 

And learn to chaunt a tongue men do not know.
3
 

 

0. Introduction 

0.0. The form and measure of an English poem are readily identifiable at a glance. 

How does one know it is a sonnet? It‟s square! Ten or so syllables wide by fourteen lines 

high is more or less square in standard typesetting (Foster 2003: 23). Similarly, 

traditional ballads and hymns have a saw-toothed appearance, with a break every four 

lines; the alternating tetrameter and trimeter are also noticeably narrower on the page 

than the sonnet‟s pentameter. Then of course there is immitation haiku. And so on. 

0.1. Thanks to the editors of Biblical Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS), the form and 

measure of a poem are also readily identifiable at a glance through the anthology of 

Biblical Hebrew (BH) poetry.
4
 The focus of the present study, for example, the simplest 

and most regular metre, the so-called māšāl or “wisdom” metre, marches across the page 

an average distance of 3.4 cm in BHS. With a 0.4 cm caesura, the “measure” of a bilinear 

māšāl verse is literally on average 7.2 cm wide, leaving a telltale margin. Compare in 

BHS the appearance of Proverbs 31:1-9 with 31:10-31, or compare Lamentations 5 with 

the preceding 1-4; and above all, revel in the glorious margins of Psalms 111-112. 

0.2. The brilliant, seminal study by Dresher (1994) proposes an abstract, intermediate 

prosodic representation to explain the striking isomorphy between BH morphosyntax and 

the liturgical chant. He thereby insightfully explains the otherwise bizarre sensitivity of 

Tiberian Hebrew (TH) post-lexical phonology to the musical declamation. DeCaen 

(2009) extends that programme by exploring the remarkable isomorphy between the 
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liturgical chant and BH poetry, employing the accents as a proxy for TH metrical 

structure in light of the implications of Dresher (1994).  

0.3. The architecture of the grammar presupposed is given in Figure 1 (cf. Rodríguez-

Vázquez 2010, Culicover & Jackendoff 2005, Jackendoff 1997, Sadock 1991). One half 

of the grammar is characterized by tree representations that capture dichotomous 

constituent structure, the other half by metrical grids that capture rhythmic structure; and 

the central interface is the “projection” of syllables onto gridline 0 of the metrical grid 

(Fabb & Halle 2008: 4, 12).
5
 The syllable is the central interface. As Vance (2001) 

correctly insists, the “fundamental phonological unit of poetry is the syllable” (p. 15), and 

metres merely “count syllables in some fashion or another”, typically as an “arrangement 

of ictus-bearing syllables into patterns … [of] subgroups called feet” (p. 20). Notice that 

the phonological interfaces with poetry (versification) and music (textsetting) are 

assumed to be part of Universal Grammar or UG (cf. Fabb & Halle 2008: 12; 2009: 190-

191). 
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0.4. Vance (2001) argues that, of necessity, there cannot be a metre in BH poetry, 

thereby freeing scholars “from the futile search for a metrical scheme which does not 

exist” (n. 16, p. 6), and crucially, foreclosing on any emendation metri causa.
6
 DeCaen 

(2009) is intended as an elementary refutation of Vance‟s thesis (2001): even in the 

absence of a detailed accentual-syllabic metrical theory of BH poetry, it is nevertheless 

possible to identify māšāl metre by its distinctive signature in the TH accentuation. This 

simple metre can be defined—as a rough first approximation—as two musico-prosodic 

phrases marked by two TH disjunctive accents (allowing for the musical transformations 

of the minority poetic system),
7
 reviving the marginalized proposal made by Kuryłowicz 

(1972, 1975; cf. Cooper 1976; see further Vance 2001: 166-173). On this view the 

limited heterometry (three to four TH metrical feet) and limited anisosyllabism (six to 

nine TH syllables, on average octosyllabic: see further statistical summaries in Appendix 

II
8
) are necessarily constrained in a direct and principled fashion.

9
 Further distributional 

facts (e.g., the marked distribution of word-shapes) also find their explanation in the 

musico-prosodic structure. 

0.5. There are admittedly a number of major problems with the proposal in DeCaen 

(2009). First, the proposal is not technically a “metrical theory” of BH poetry, which 

would instead require metrical-grid theory and analysis, consistent with the 

interdisciplinary framework of Generative Metrics (e.g., Dresher & Friedberg 2006, Fabb 

& Halle 2008, 2009, Aroui & Arleo 2009); rather, it is a musico-prosodic analysis in 

which the TH accentuation stands in as a reasonably reliable proxy of the underlying TH 

metrical structure. Second, the empirical coverage is deliberately restricted to the 22 end-
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stopped lines of Psalm 111. Third, the analysis breaks down—predictably!—when 

extended beyond Psalm 111: the majority prose-accent system every now and then 

generates an instance of three disjuncitves
10

 in the line; and lines with a supernumerary 

fifth foot appear not infrequently (see further §6.3.3). 

0.6. Empirical coverage is extended in the present study from 22 to 132
11

 end-stopped 

lines: Pss 111-112, Prov 31:10-31, and Lam 5. The fourth poem is marked up in the 

majority prose-accent system, clearly revealing the accentual heartbeat of BH poetry 

(DeCaen 2009) without the obscuring effects of the musical transformations of the 

minority poetic-accent system. The latter also emphasizes the shortcomings of traditional 

nomenclature: Lam 5, a qînâ or lament, instantiates māšāl (wisdom) metre rather than 

qînâ metre.
12

 

0.7. The metrical-grid notation, theory and analysis of Fabb & Halle (2008, 2009) is 

adopted here without comment.
13

 The analysis presented is therefore a proper generative-

metrical theory of BH poetry, couched within the specific theoretical framework of 

Bracketed-Grid Theory (see further Idsardi 1992, Halle & Idsardi 1995). 

0.8. On the basis of the metrical-grid analysis, the strongest claim of isometricality is 

advanced. The BH māšāl line is observed in the representative corpus examined here to 

be 

 accentual-syllabic 

 quantity-sensitive 

 iambic 

 tetrametric. 
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0.8.1. TH like English is heavily “stress-timed” (Rodríguez-Vázquez 2010: §1; cf. 

Vance 2001: “highly stressed character of Hebrew”, p. 97), and it is not unexpected that 

their iambic rhythms should crystallize as accentual-syllabic metre.
14

  

0.8.2. In TH, as in English, syllable weight (counting moras
15

) plays a crucial and 

determining role in the phonology: the systems are characterized as weight- or quantity-

sensitive (Rodríguez-Vázquez 2010: §1). The TH threefold weight distinction (Khan 

1987), part of its Semitic inheritance,
16

 plays a fundamental role in TH rhythm rules 

(DeCaen 2008). It also provides the missing “dark matter”, as it were, in BH poetry.
17

 

0.8.3. Metrical variation in both BH and English iambic poetry is supplied primarily 

by so-called “foot substitutions”, secondarily by misalignment of the rhythmic and 

metrical caesurae. The analysis detailed below implies substitution of (a) anapests, (b) 

pyrrhics, (c) trochees and (d) even one spondee.
18

 The present bracketed-grid-theoretical 

account, however, is fundamentally different from the “classificatory, taxonomic account 

of traditional metrics” (Fabb & Halle 2008: 23), in which an arbitrary, unconstrained 

inventory of such feet is the basis of analysis; rather, a different sort of  generative “feet” 

is the by-product of the metrical-grid algorithm: “groups” (Fabb & Halle 2008: §1.6, pp. 

23-26; 2009: §4, p. 180). Such “taxonomic” terminology is employed here informally and 

as a convenience only. 

0.9. The opposite problem—too much metrical material—is dealt with in two 

straightforward ways. (a) The additional mora introduced by the virtual-maqqeph musical 

transformation is discounted. (b) The additional foot systematically introduced by 

contextual shifting is discounted by reading only pausal forms metri causa.
19
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1. The Metrical Contract: Accentual-syllabic Tetrameter 

 1.0. Vance (2001) outlines a rigorous methodology for the investigation of meter in 

BH poetry. One of his most important guiding principles, derived from his reading of 

Ransom, is the “unwritten compact” (Vance 2001: 30) or “metrical contract” (p. 39) that 

must be clearly declared in the opening line of every poem.
20

 

As the distinguished poet John Hollander has pointed out, each individual 

poem creates a “metrical contract” with its reader. Once the poem‟s meter has 
been established in its first few lines, the reader will then expect the meter to 

continue in the same pattern, and he will derive great pleasure from its 

continued presence. Of course, sophisticated poets will intentionally make 
slight variations from their established meter to achieve certain poetic effects; 

thus very few poems are perfectly regular from beginning to end. But all such 

changes must be executed carefully and subtly, with the full awareness that 

too many alterations will be discomforting for the reader (Baer 2006: 19). 

 

 1.1 Accordingly, let us inspect the four māšāl metrical contracts or compacts in our 

limited corpus. The scansions consistent with “strict”
21

 iambic metre (Fabb & Halle 

2008: §1.7, see further ch. 2) are given in (1)-(4). The bracketed-grid algorithm that 

generates such scansions is specified following. 

 

(1)   ’ô dẹh   YH WH  bə kol— lē bāb    (Ps 111:1a) 

  )* *)  * *)  * *)  * *)    0 

   )*   *)   *   *)    1 

      )*      *)    2 

            *    3 

 

(2)   ’aš rê—  ’îš  yā rê’  ’et— YH WH    (Ps 112:1a) 

  *) *  *)  * *)  ∆ * *)    0 

  )*   *)   *    *)    1 

     )*       *)    2 

            *    3 

 

(3)  ’ē šet— ḥa yil  mî  yim ṣā’     (Prov 31:10a) 

  *) *  *) *  *)  * *)     0 

  )*   *)   *   *)     1 

     )*      *)     2 

           *     3 
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(4)  zǝ kōr  YH WH  meh — hā yâ  lā nû  (Lam 5:1a) 

  )* *)  * *)  *  *) *  *) ∆  0 

   )*   *)    *   *)   1 

      )*       *)   2 

             *   3 

 

 

1.2. A māšāl line is “metrical” if the project-and-group algorithm in (5) generates a 

well-formed grid, halting with precisely one asterisk on gridline 3. Some syllables are not 

projected onto gridline 0 (Fabb & Halle 2008: 60-63; 2009: 184); rather, they are marked 

with the delta ∆. “Non-projection of a syllable is a metrical fact, not a phonetic one. 

Nevertheless, non-projected syllables tend to be relatively unprominent and often can be 

regarded as instances of slurred pronunciation” (p. 62). 

 

(5)  A syllable projects an asterisk onto gridline 0. 

   

  Gridline 0 (feet): starting at the right edge, insert a right-bracket,  

form binary groups, heads right (incomplete groups are permitted). 

 

Gridline 1 (metra): starting at the right edge, insert a right-bracket,  

form binary groups, heads right. 

 

Gridline 2 (cola): starting at the right edge, insert a right-bracket,  

form binary groups, heads right. 

 

 

1.3. The operation of (5) can be shown stepwise for the great fanfare of anguish in 

Job 3:3a. First, syllables project asterisks at the prosody-rhythm interface at gridline 0 

(6). 

 

(6)   yō bad   yôm  ’iw wā led   bô   (Job 3:3a) 

  * *  *  * * *  *   0 

 

 

A right-bracket is inserted at the right edge of the line (7). 
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(7)   yō bad   yôm  ’iw wā led   bô   (Job 3:3a) 

  * *  *  * * *  *)   0 

 

 

Binary groups (feet) are formed, proceeding from right to left (8). Incomplete groups 

(degenerate feet) are permitted. 

 

(8)   yō bad   yôm  ’iw wā led   bô   (Job 3:3a) 

  *) *  *)  * *) *  *)   0 

 

 

The head or rightmost asterisk projects an asterisk onto gridline 1 (9) (iambic feet). The 

line-initial incomplete group also projects. 

 

(9)   yō bad   yôm  ’iw wā led   bô   (Job 3:3a) 

  *) *  *)  * *) *  *)   0 

  *   *   *   *   1 

 

 

The group-and-project process then applies to gridline 1 (10), each grouping a “metron”. 

 

 

(10)  yō bad   yôm  ’iw wā led   bô   (Job 3:3a) 

  *) *  *)  * *) *  *)   0 

  )*   *)   *   *)   1 

     *      *   2 

 

 

Finally, the same process applies to gridline 2, forming a “colon” and halting at the single 

asterisk on gridline 3 (11). Therefore, Job 3:3a is a well-formed metrical line or colon. 

 

(11)  yō bad   yôm  ’iw wā led   bô   (Job 3:3a) 

  *) *  *)  * *) *  *)   0 

  )*   *)   *   *)   1 

     )*      *)   2 

           *   3 
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1.4. The crucial question is whether or not the TH input is sufficient for metrical 

analysis. Obviously, an analysis will be preferred to the extent that the distance between 

TH and the dialect demanded by BH poetry is minimized. With the algorithm in (5), 

however, the question of reconstruction is side-stepped altogether. All TH syllables 

project, including vocal schwas (1) and (4), and post-tonics of the so-called segholates 

(3), regardless of their status. We can remain agnostic as to how they were realized at the 

time of composition. N.B. The projection of the segholates as bisyllabic is crucial to the 

metre (DeCaen 2009: 87): in (3) there are seven syllables, not the meager five syllables 

recorded by (Vance 2001: 373). 

Although we all know, more or less, what a syllable is, a syllable is 

difficult to define linguistically; and what might be called a syllable in 
speech or in the history of a language is not the same as what is 

considered a syllable in verse. The prosodic value of a syllable—that is, 

the way a linguistic syllable is treated in verse—is based on, but not 
necessarily the same as, the linguistic or phonetic reality of that syllable 

(Dane 2010: 9). 

 

1.5. The glaring problem in this regard is the pronunciation of the divine name 

YHWH (1), (2), (4). It is stipulated here that YHWH projects two asterisks. Again, we can 

remain agnostic as to the actual pronunciation.
 22

 

1.6. The iambic heartbeat of TH phonology, superimposed by its various rhythm 

rules, is beating strongly in these opening lines. In particular, we observe the strict TH 

iambic rhythm imposed by stress-retraction (or nǝsîgâ) in (4) and twice in (11). The 

incidence of TH stress-retraction is markedly higher in material marked up with the 

poetic accents generally (the three “poetic” books of Job, Proverbs and Psalms), maybe a 

reflection in part, as Revell suggests (1987: n. 3, p. 10; §1.17, pp. 16ff), of the poetic 

style of chant, but also in large part, as emphasized in the present paper, a reflection of 
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the deliberate exploitation of fundamental Hebrew metrical structure in crafting poetry 

versus prose. 

1.7. Notice that according to (5), “incomplete groups are permitted”; it follows 

naturally by (5) that such incomplete groups can only arise at the beginning of the line 

(2), (3), (11). Such “clipped” lines are hardly exceptional in an accentual-syllabic system 

(see, e.g., Steele 1999 on this commonplace in iambic meter: ch. 2, §6, pp. 84ff). The 

line-initial incomplete group is one of many sources of syllable-count variation, here 

setting the lower limit of the significant range of 7-9 syllables. 

1.8. On the other hand, the presence of deltas bumps up the syllable-count. The post-

tonic is thereby discounted in (4); and the metrical variation of “anapest substitution” is 

licensed in (2) by the delta, of which more below. 

1.9. The closing lines also declare and confirm the “metrical contract” (DeCaen 

2009): they seal the deal, as it were. By way of summary, then, the tercet that concludes 

Psalm 111 is given in (12)-(14). 

 

(12)  rē’ šît  ḥok mâ  yir ’at  YH WH   (Ps 111:10a) 

  )* *)  * *)  * *)  * *)   0 

   )*   *)   *   *)   1 

      )*      *)   2 

            *   3 

  

(13)  śē kel  ṭôb  lə kol— `ō śê hem   (Ps 111:10b) 

  *) *  *)  * *)  ∆ * *)   0 

  )*   *)   *    *)   1 

     )*       *)   2 

            *   3 

 

(14)  tə hil lā tô  `ō me det  lā `ad   (Ps 111:10c) 

  )* *) * *)  * *) ∆  * *)   0 

   )*  *)   *    *)   1 

     )*       *)   2 

            *   3 
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1.10. Of particular note is the absolute necessity of the segholate‟s projection of 

two asterisks at the beginning of (13) to maintain the metre. Also of note is the scanning 

of the so-called “long word” (dipod: Dresher 1994: 34-36; DeCaen 2008)
23

 təhillātô 

straightforwardly as two feet. Finally, there is the striking pattern of anapests in final 

position (13)-(14), echoing (2): such marked distribution of the anapest is a ubiquitous 

source of metrical variation.
24

 (To anticipate the exhaustive study of this meter 

throughout the Bible, the distribution of the anapest on the fourth foot is a reliable 

diagnostic of particular styles. For example, in the present study, better than half the lines 

in Pss 111-112 finish with an anapest, whereas Lam 5 rings in at less than a fifth. Prov 

31:10ff, by contrast is insensitive to distribution by foot (see further §5.3.3(a), esp. (72)). 

1.11. The anapest also will drive the text-to-tune mapping, since the anapest must 

be “resolved” into an iamb. If the shortest note determines the projection of the musical 

grid (Fabb & Halle 2008: 36), then the last phrase of (13) projects as in (15) with the dots 

above instead of asterisks for contrast (see further Fabb & Halle 2008: 36-39, 236-237). 

 

        •    3 

    (•    •(    2 

  )•  •)  •  •)    1 

  (♪ ♪ (♪ ♪ (♪ ♪ (♪ ♪(   0 

(15)  lə  kol— `ō śê hem    (Ps 111:10b) 

  )*  *)  ∆ * *)    0 

    )*    *)    1 

        *    2 

 

 

1.12.  The metrical contract or compact of the BH māšāl can therefore be stated 

formally and explicitly in terms of a well-formed metrical grid, following Fabb & Halle 

(2008), and represented abstractly as in (16). The strong claim is that a “line is well 
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formed metrically if and only if its [metrical] grid is well formed”, matching the specified 

superstructure in (16); otherwise, the line is rejected as unmetrical. This is a considerable 

advance over the weaker claim in DeCaen (2009) that can be recast in the metrical-grid 

notation employed here as (17). 

 

(16)  )* *) * *)  1 

   )*  *)  2 

     *  3 

 

(17)   )*  *)  2 

     *  3 

 

 

 

1. Dark Matter, I: Missing Syllables 

2.0. In light of the foregoing analysis, the predicted range of the syllable-count is 7-

13 syllables: the lower end of the range is expected with clipped lines; and the upper end 

allows for four anapests plus a feminine ending. Anything less than 7 syllables or more 

than 13 is an immediate, flat-out contradiction of the metrical theory.  

2.1. The range observed by Vance (2001), however, is actually 5-13 syllables 

(Appendix II). There are in fact eight defective lines (6%)
25

 consisting of less than seven 

TH syllables. There are seven instances of six syllables: Ps 111:3a; Prov 31:11a, 11b, 

12b; Lam 5:2b, 6b, 8b. There is an additional outlier with apparently five syllables: Prov 

31:28b. The missing syllables must somehow be found or the strong claim embodied in 

(16) collapses, and we are forced to retreat to the weaker claim of DeCaen (2009) in (17). 

The burden of this and following sections is to explain away these eight exceptions. 

2.2. The first line of attack is to excavate for deleted syllables, and the metre directs 

us where to look for them. In the first example in (18), the metre tells us there must be a 
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missing syllable at the caesura, between bāh and lēb. TH phonology tells us there is an 

underlying vowel of the feminine singular pronominal suffix -hā that has been deleted, 

somewhat exceptionally. To render this unmetrical line metrical, the deleted vowel is 

restored in (19). 

 

(18)  bā ṭaḥ  bāh    lēb  ba` lāh    (Prov 31:11a) 

  *) *  *)      ?? *)  * *)    0 

 

(19)  bā ṭaḥ  bā hā  lēb  ba` le hā   (Prov 31:11a) 

  *) *  *) *  *)  * *) ∆   0 

  )*   *)   *   *)    1 

     )*      *)    2 

           *    3 

 

 

 2.3. The same approach works for the outlier with five syllables in Prov 31:28b (20). 

The feminine singular pronominal suffix appears again, as indeed it does throughout that 

celebration of the proverbial woman. In addition, underlying vocal schwas that have 

apparently been deleted by a very late rule—both historically and derivationally—in the 

environment of geminate sonorants are restored in (21). Cf. Vance (2001: n. 773, p. 374). 

 

(20)  ba` lāh  way hal lāh      (Prov 31:28b) 

  )* *)  ∆ * *)      0 

   )*    *)      1 

       *      2 

 

(21)  ba` le hā  way yə hal lə le hā  (Prov 31:28b) 

  )* *) *  *) * *) * *) ∆  0 

   )*   *)  *  *)   1 

      )*    *)   2 

          *   3 

 

 

 2.4. It might be objected that (21) implies reconstruction and a gap between TH and 

what is required by the poetry. There are two replies to the objection. First, a difference 
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between pronunciation and the underlying/historical representation does not necessitate 

reconstruction per se. Consider the obvious parallel with French poetry and the 

phenomenon of e caduc or e muet that drives its versification. In (22), e.g., there are 

thirteen syllables, but only ten are pronounced (marked with an x) in spoken French; 

notice that two of the otherwise silent schwas are heads of metrical feet (on this scansion 

of the alexandrin, see further Fabb & Halle 2008: ch. 5; 2009: §§5-6, pp. 181-189). 

 

  x  x x x x x x x  x x 

(22)  Lors que, par  un  dé cret des  pui ssances  su prê mes.
26

 

  )* *) * *) * *) * *) * *) * *) ∆  0 

   )*  *  *)  *  *  *)   1 

       (*      *(   2 

       *         3 

 

 

2.5. Second, there are doubts surrounding (20) to begin with. As will be seen in the 

next section, a final heavy syllable projects two asterisks; in this particular case, it really 

does not matter whether it is realized as bāhā, e.g., or bāh, as long as the variants are 

metrical equivalents. Further, the syllabification in (20) is inconsistent with TH 

phonology; rather, the syllabification in (23) is more likely to represent medieval 

phonological reality.
27

 

 

(23)  ba` lā- ah  wa yə ha lə lā- ah  (Prov 31:28b) 

  )* *) *  *) * *) * *) ∆  0 

   )*   *)  *  *)   1 

      )*    *)   2 

          *   3 
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2. Dark Matter, II: Heavy Syllables and Pyrrhic Substitution 

3.0. Picking up an odd schwa or final vowel here and there will not resolve the 

remaining exceptions, however. The most defective line in the corpus under review is 

scanned in (24). While (24) scans as metrical according to (17), it is one asterisk short on 

gridline 1 according to (16), and so otherwise unmetrical. 

 

 (24) bāt tê nû  lǝ nok rîm  (Lam 5:2b) 

  )* *) *  *) * *)  0 

   *)   *  *)  1 

   )*     *)  2 

        *  3 

 

 

3.1. Even without the missing foot, (24) is objectionable as scanned: there is a 

medial group of asterisks consisting of the post-tonic suffix -nû and the clitic lǝ-, 

crucially with the metrical head projected by a schwa. There are several responses. First, 

there is nothing inherently objectionable in a group consisting of unstressed syllables. 

The so-called pyrrhic foot (dibrach) is a commonplace substitution in English poetry; it 

often appears partnered with a spondee (Fussell 1979: ch. 3). Take for example the line 

from Eliot in (25), in which the pyrrhic -ily is preceded by a spondee that literally falls 

heavily.
28

 The basic objection is met, therefore, by claiming that BH accentual-syllabic 

poetry is capable of such pyrrhic substitution. 

 

(25)  My smile | falls heav | ily | among | the bric- | à-brac.
29

 

 

 

 3.2. Second, it might further be objected that a foot headed by a TH schwa is 

intrinsically implausible. The first response to this is, tell that to the French poets (22)—

or the English, for that matter. Second, there is no commitment here to the actual 
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phonetic realization of what is admittedly a metrical zero in TH; however, we can be 

assured that there was more substance to that syllable in pre-TH.
 30

 (If the schwa really is 

such a stumbling block, read instead a full lā—it ultimately makes no difference in the 

analysis.) 

 3.3. Finally, the TH accentuation is unambiguously signalling that there is in fact no 

“missing foot” to begin with. The disjunctive ṭipḥā’ (D1f) that is assigned to bāttênû can 

only appear in this context if one or both of the words are “long” (TH dipod: Dresher 

1994: 34-36; DeCaen 2008). Since lǝnokrîm is unequivocally not a long word, it follows 

that bāttênû is the long word. The forms of bayit are undoubtedly some of the quirkiest in 

TH lexical phonology; but that the first syllable in bāttênû is heavy is irrefragable.
31

 

 3.4. Two conventions are adopted in (26). First, inherently heavy syllables are split 

up, with a copy of the vowel à la Khan (1987). Second, the trochaic TH metrical structure 

(cf. Churchyard 1999) is projected upwards, employing x‟s instead of asterisks for 

contrast. Notice the essential mismatch between the two grids resulting from the pyrrhic 

substitution, precisely at the projection of the schwa lǝ-: the TH grid would be complete 

if only that schwa could project an x. Notice further how the TH heavy syllable is split in 

two by the insertion of the right-bracket: its additional mora contributes to the following 

group headed by tê. 

 

          x   3 

    (x      x)   2 

  (x  x)      x)   1 

  (x x) (x x)   x (x x)  0 

(26)  bā- at tê nû  lǝ nok rî- im  (Lam 5:2b) 

  *) * *) *  *) * *) ∆  0 

  )*  *)   *  *)   1 

    )*     *)   2 

         *   3 
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 3.5. The double-asterisk projection of inherently heavy syllables
32

 and the ability of 

schwa to head a group/foot extends to a further three lines in the exceptions list (27)-(29). 

 

           x   3 

      (x     x)   2 

  (x     x)     x)   1 

  (x x)  x (x x)  x  (x x)  0 

(27)  hô- od—wə hā dā- ar  po `ŏ lô   (Ps 111:3a) 

   *) * *) * *) ∆  *  *)   0 

  )*  *)  *     *)   1 

    )*       *)   2 

           *   3 

 

           x   3 

    (x       x)   2 

     x)   (x    x)   1 

   x (x x)  (x x)  x (x x)  0 

(28)  wə šā lā- al  lō’   yeḥ sār   (Prov 31:11b) 

   *) * *) *  *)   * *)   0 

  )*  *)   *    *)   1 

    )*       *)   2 

           *   3 

 

           x   3 

   (x        x)   2 

    x)    x   (x  x)   1 

  x (x x)  (x x)  (x x) (x x)  0 

(29)  pō rē- eq  ’ê- en  miy yā dā- am  (Lam 5:8b) 

  )* *) *  *) *  *) * *) ∆  0 

   )*   *)   *  *)   1 

      )*     *)   2 

           *   3 

 

 

3.6. The logical possibilities are all found here. A heavy syllable rounds out a group 

in (28)-(29). A heavy syllable even contributes to a group headed by schwa in (27). An 

incomplete group is projected by a schwa alone in the clipped line in (28). The common 

denominator in (26)-(28) is the defective or “pyrrhic” TH metrical foot that can be 
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represented as (_ x); it can be readily identified by simple inspection of any gridline 0 in 

the TH metrical structure. 

3.7. Some may have difficulty imagining hôd as really that “heavy”, especially 

speakers of Modern Hebrew. Here are some ideas to prime the intuition. First, contrast 

the weight of the initial syllables in golden versus gold; the latter is quite a bit “heavier”, 

almost to the point of adding a schwa: goǝld. Any words ending in a sonorant will do; 

e.g., for Shakespeare, hour and hower (rhymes with flower) are not just variant spellings: 

the word can scan either way. Some speakers insert schwas in words such as film or 

alarm: hence filǝm, alarǝm. And of course, speakers of TH did much the same thing—we 

just call it “furtive pathah”. Thus hôd has a bivocalic sister kô(w)aḥ in Ps 111:6a. If the 

imagination fails, try reading hôd as hô(w)ad. Or try singing it ♫ instead of ♪—think of 

the first syllable of Oh, say can you see? 

 

4. Dark Matter, III: Catalexis or Anaclasis? 

4.0. Coverage is thus extended in principle to greater than 98%, sufficient to surpass 

the threshold of metricality of 97% in Vance (2001: 39, 287). There are two courses open 

at this point: (1) to say good enough is good enough, rest on our laurels, and admit 

defective lines by catalexis up to Vance‟s limit of 3%; or (2) to press on in search of the 

missing linguistic generalization. 
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4.1. Catalexis on Gridline 1? 

 4.1.0. Catalexis on gridline 1 would require a slight modification of the algorithm,  

amended in (30); cf. (5). The modified algorithm would apply to the two remaining 

exceptions as in (31)-(32). 

 

(30)  Gridline 1: starting at the left edge, insert a left-bracket,  

form binary groups, heads right (incomplete groups are permitted). 

 

 

(31)  kōl  yə mê  ḥay yệ hā     (Prov 31:12b)  

  *)  * *)  * *) ∆     0 

  (*   *   (*      1 

     )*   *)      2 

        *      3 

 

(32)  ’aš šû- ur  liś bō- a`  lā ḥem   (Lam 5:6b) 

  )* *) ∆  * *) *  *) ∆   0 

   (*    *   (*    1 

       )*   *)    2 

          *    3 

 

 

4.1.1. This catalectic approach has an implied faith in the numbers game—a faith 

that exceptions will not exceed 3%. Ultimately, however, this faith proves unfounded and 

the numbers foreclose on this option. To anticipate the final analysis, the percentage of 

such intractable catalectic lines easily exceeds 3%: 9% in Proverbs 31,
33

 and 18% in 

Lamentations 5,
34

 yet surprisingly 0% in Pss 111-112. For all that, the possibility of 

scanning metra from left to right becomes relevant in the generalized theory of BH metre 

(see below (79), §5.3.6). 
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4.2. Catalexis on Gridline 0? 

 4.2.0. The fundamental problem with the analysis of the two remaining 

hexasyllabic exceptions in (31)-(32) is that it apparently misses linguistic generalizations: 

(1) the two intractable, unmetrical lines end in a post-tonic syllable, otherwise marked 

by the delta ∆; and (2) they are both found in the b-line, dominated by the accent sillûq 

(D0). 

 4.2.1. The temptation is to somehow project the missing foot from the lone delta 

at the right-edge of gridline 0; however, it is not clear that an algorithm can be found 

within the bracketed-grid framework that could achieve this result. But even if something 

could be found, what would actually be ideal is if that post-tonic syllable were somehow 

actually the head of a final complete group—another thought pursued in the next 

subsection. 

 

4.3. Anaclasis 

 4.3.0. A daring gambit in pursuit of the strong claim of isometricality would be to 

remove the extrametrical ∆, and let that post-tonic syllable head a final group. What 

would happen, then, if the two deltas were removed from (32)?! The metrical grid 

generated in (32) would automatically be transformed into that in (33) instead: a 

surprising result that turns up the missing asterisk on gridline 1.  No modification of the 

accentual-syllabic algorithm is required, unlike in the proposals of §§4.1-4.2. 

 

(33)  ’aš šû- ur  liś bō- a`  lā ḥem   (Lam 5:6b) 

  )* *) *  *) * *)  * *)   0 

   )*   *)  *   *)   1 

   )*        *)   2 

           *   3 
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4.3.1. There is no suggestion at all that the rhythm of the performance is altered by 

metrical anaclasis, and in particular the so-called “trochaic inversion” of the segholate 

lāḥem. This cannot be emphasized enough. The natural rhythm of the language and the 

poetic meter are two different modules with their own grammars and representations (see 

again Figure 1, §0.3). There is “a clear distinction between rhythm and meter” (Fabb & 

Halle 2008: 92), and only bad things can happen by confusing them. Meter “does not 

necessarily follow the same pattern as the rhythm” (p. 9). The metrical grid here is “a 

theory of the organization of the syllables in the line, not a representation of its 

rhythm” (p. 43). 

4.3.2. The anaclastic prestidigitation in (33) may appear counterintuitive and a 

disproportionate response to an isolated, exceptional segholate. There are a few responses 

to that objection. First, this is by no means an isolated example of an “inverted” trochaic 

segholate. Another salient example of an inverted segholate in final position is given in 

(34), and an instance of initial inversion is given in (35). Notice that effect of anaclasis is 

to align the brackets on the two gridlines 0 at that point. 

  

            x 

           (x x) 

(34)  ḥā dēš   yā mê nû  kǝ qe dem    (Lam 5:21b) 

  )* *)   * *) *  *) * *)    0 

   )*    *)   *  *)    1 

       )*     *)    2 

            *    3 

   x     

  (x x)   

(35)  zē ker  `ā śâ  lə nip lə ’ō tā- ayw   (Ps 111:4a) 

  )* *)  * *)  * *) ∆ * *) ∆   0 

   *   *)   *   *)    1 

      )*      *)    2 

            *    3 
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4.3.3. Second, the trochaic inversion is by no means limited to segholates. Further 

garden-variety initial inversions can be found with lexical trochees such as lāmmâ in 

(36), or in combination with clitics such as kî in (37). 

 

   x   

  (x x)  

(36)  lām mâ  lā ne ṣaḥ  tiš kā ḥē nû    (Lam 5:20a) 

  )* *)  * *) *  *) * *) ∆    0 

   )*   *)   *  *)     1 

      )*     *)     2 

           *     3 

 

   x     

  (x    x)  

(37)  kî—  lə `ō lā- am  lō’— yim môṭ    (Ps 112:6a) 

  )*  *)  * *) *  *)  * *)    0 

    )*  *)   *   *)    1 

      )*      *)    2 

            *    3 

 

 

4.3.4. Third and finally, trochaic inversion is hands-down the most common 

metrical variation in English accentual-syllabic metre: as in BH, frequent in initial 

position, rare in final position.
35

 Probably the most famous trochaic inversions in the 

English language are given in (39). Examples of rare final inversions by various masters 

are scanned in (40)-(42).  
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        x 

        x x 

(39)  To be, or not to be: that is the question: 

  )* *) * *) * *) * *) * *) ∆   0 

   *  *  *  *  *    1 

 

  x   

  x x  

  Whether ‟tis  no bler in  the  mind to suf fer
36

 

  )* *) * *) * *) * *) * *) ∆   0 

   *  *  *  *  *    1 

 

          x x 

         x x x x 

(40)  There is a comfortable kind  of  old scarecrow.
37

 

         * *) * *) 

          *  * 

 

          x        x 

      x    x    x  x    x    x 

(41)  So, if I dream I have you,  I have you,
38

 

      *    *)    *  *)    *    *) 

          *    *     * 

 

    x x  x  x 

   x x x x x x x x 

(42)  Though use make you apt  to  kill  me,
39

 

   * *) * *) * *) * *) 

    *  *  *  * 

 

 

4.3.5. Notice in particular the last example from John Donne in (42). This line is 

representative of Donne‟s notorious “wrenching of accent” (Stein 1975: 163, citing 

Grierson)—who “for not keeping of accent deserved hanging”, as Ben Jonson famously 

declared (cited by Leishman 1963: 34). Sometimes Donne “shifts the stress from the 

second to the first syllable of a foot [trochaic substitution], sometimes he introduces extra 

syllables [anapest susbstitution], indicating that they should be slurred” (Bennett 1964: 

47). The example in (42) is also the direct analogue of the proposed analysis in (33): with 

just the one iamb at the left edge. It is probably not a coincidence that in Donne and 
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similar stylists is found the best analogy to BH metrical variation: both were meant to be 

sung. 

In lyric verse the song writers, obliged often to fit words to pre-existing 

airs, produced free accentual lines, and lyric practitioners like Donne, 
Crashaw, Herbert and Marvell make of the iambic tetrameter or 

pentameter line a vehicle for wit, shock, and ecstasy by a bold shifting 

or addition of stresses (Fussell 1979: 69). 
 

4.3.6. The high incidence in Lam 5 (18%) versus the absence in the two wisdom 

psalms, Pss 111-112 (0%), might find its explanation in the lyrical passion of BH lament. 

Bell concludes that Donne‟s “iambic rhythms are loosened by an unusually high number 

of substitutions and elisions, which unfetter and intensify the verse, capturing the rugged 

unpredictability of passionate, colloquial speech” (Bell 2006: xx-xxi). Unfortunately, 

this leads into the by-ways of ethnomusicology (e.g., Flender 1992 and his sources) and 

generative textsetting
40

 (poetry-music interface: Halle & Lerdahl 1993, Halle 1999, 

Hayes 2009, Dell & Halle 2009), and is well beyond the scope of this study. 

4.3.7. However, even if anaclasis be admitted as an explanation of some of the 

defective lines, there is still a missing asterisk in (31) that demands explanation, marked 

on gridline 0 by the question-mark in (43). The temptation is to supply the asterisk as in 

(44), as if the masculine-plural ending were somehow “heavy”. 
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          x    1 

        x (x x)   0 

(43)  kōl  yə mê   ḥay yệ hā   (Prov 31:12b) 

  *)  * *)     ?!  *) * *)   0 

  )*   *)   *  *)   1 

     )*     *)   2 

          *   3 

 

(44)  kōl  yə mê   ḥay yệ hā   (Prov 31:12b) 

  *)  * *) *  *) * *)   0 

  )*   *)   *  *)   1 

     )*     *)   2 

          *   3 

 

 

 

4.4. Syllable Weight Again 

4.4.0. The Procrustean manoeuvre in (44) appears somewhat hamfisted and 

reckless. Ad hoc stipulation or lexical exemption would be out of keeping with the 

generative spirit of the present approach. One way to think about the question, then, is to 

turn tables and examine those cases where extra “dark matter” is absolutely required 

metri causa. Is there any lexico-historical common denominator? The answer to the 

question appears to be no. 

 past tense qāṭal   /qaṭál+a/   Ps 111:5a, 9a (cf. Ps 112:9a) 

 nonpast tense yiqṭōl  /yǝ+quṭúl+i/  Ps 112:10a, 10b 

 participle qôṭēl   /qaaṭél+i/  Lam 5:8b 

 3ms suffixed pronoun -ô /+íhu/   Ps 112:8a (cf. Prov 31:23b) 

 bound mpl -ê    /+ay/   Prov 31:12b (cf. Lam 5:9b, 10b) 

 bound fs -at     /+at/   Ps 112:10c 

 particle nā’    /na‟/   Lam 5:16b 

 

 

4.4.1. The preferred solution would be the automatic projection of the required 

weight without stipulation, exemption or any other adhockery. That general solution has 

in fact been on offer for at least a century: “An accented syllable counts as two morae” 

(Isaacs 1918: 26).
41

 In other words, TH syllables become “heavy by position” when 
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bearing a TH accent, projecting two asterisks.
42

 Consider the most problematic instance 

in this light, Ps 112:10c. The twofold metrical-grid analysis is presented in (45). Notice 

again the telltale (_ x) at rəšā`îm in the TH metrical grid (§3.6); also notice the way 

deltas spring up like wildflowers after a desert rain. 

 

              x   3 

         (x     x)   2 

    (x      x)     x)   1 

  x  (x x)   x (x x)  x (x x)  0  

(45)  ta ’ă wat   rə šā `î- im  tō’ bēd    (Ps 112:10c) 

  )*  *) *  *) * *) ∆  * *) ∆  0 

    )*   *)  *    *)   1 

       )*      *)   2 

             *   3 

 

 

4.4.2. There are at least two immediate objections to the “weight by position” in 

(45). First, there would be an unconstrained riot of deltas in the resulting scansions. 

Second, it would be opening a metrical Pandora‟s box, ensuring that a supernumerary 

fifth foot is not infrequently projected and thereby snuffing out the present theory with 

metrical surfeit. 

4.4.3. It is true that as matters stand a forest of deltas would spring up. However, 

the Fabb & Halle (2008) bracketed-grid framework offers a straightforward way to deal 

with this, as shown in the new algorithm in §5. Surprisingly, the fear of unleashed 

metrical evils turns out to be unwarranted; and surely this indicates something about BH 

poetry. In fact, the supernumerary foot appears in only four specific contexts, all easily 

dealt with. 

4.4.4.0. Virtual Maqqeph. Price (1990) offers a brilliant analysis of the two 

accentual systems as generative syntax, rendering feasible the research programme 
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implied by Figure 1 (§0.3). Of the several truly profound insights that flow naturally from 

his generative analysis, probably the most important is his concept of “virtual” terminal 

nodes.  

4.4.4.1. In the garden-variety musical transformations of the poetic system, e.g., 

Price (1990) posits a “virtual disjunctive”: in the “underlying” representation the global 

structure demands a disjunctive accent at a particular node, yet in the “surface” output the 

music demands the demotion of the disjunctive to the appropriate conjunctive (Price 

1990: xx). This can be understood within the current framework as a musical constraint 

enforced at the rhythm-music interface (see again Figure 1 §0.3). In particular, this can be 

understood in metrical-phonological terms as the resolution of stress-clash on gridline 1 

(46). 

 

    x  3      x  3 

   (x x)  2    (x  x)  2 

  (x x) x)  1    (x x) x)  1 

(46)  ω ω ω    →   ω ω ω 

 

 

 4.4.4.2. Probably the most tangled web in TH phonology yet to be unravelled is the 

puzzle of TH clitics and the associated “clitic-group”. Anstey (2006) develops a rough 

statistical sorting of clitics toward that end.
43

 It is feasible, however, to develop an 

absolute, principled, fine-grained taxonomy of TH clitics, sorting by phonological and 

lexical properties, by observing the behaviour of clitics under the many and varied 

musical transformations (DeCaen in progress). 

 4.4.4.3. Price (1990) contributes substantially to this vexing problem of TH clitics 

with his “virtual maqqeph”.
44

 Underlying clitics which the global structure dictates must 

be accentless and should by rights be assigned instead the TH hyphen or maqqeph often 
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appear in the surface output with an accent: typically a conjunctive accent, but not 

infrequently a full disjunctive accent (e.g., kōl Prov 31:12b, kî Lam 5:22a). Instances 

from the corpus under review are distributed as follows. 

 Ps 112:7a, 8a, 8b 

 Prov 31:10a, 11b, 12b, 21b, 27b, 30b 

 Lam 5:5a, 5b, 12b, 16b, 18a, 22a  [review after final version of Appendix I] 

 

  

4.4.4.4. A virtual maqqeph does in fact create metrical mayhem in Ps 112:7a, Prov 

31:30b, Lam 5:5a, 12b, 22a; a virtual maqqeph actually forces a supernumerary fifth foot 

in Prov 31:21b and Lam 5:18a. A representative offender in Prov 31:21b is offered in 

(46): the improved rhythm of the “promoted” clitic satisfies constraints imposed by the 

musical interface, but tips over the poetic-metrical apple cart with the supernumerary 

foot. The obvious solution here and elsewhere is to delete the offending mora, as 

indicated by the ∆ in (47): in effect, discounting the musical transformation. (For 

convenience, all such cases of virtual maqqeph are so marked in Appendix I). 

 

               x   4 

      (x         x)   3 

  (x     x)         x)   2 

   x)  (x   x)    (x     x)   1 

  (x x) (x x) (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)  0 

(46)  kî  kol—bê tā- ah  lā bū- uš  šā nî- im     

 

               x   3 

      (x         x)   2 

    (x   x)    (x     x)   1 

  x ∆ (x x) (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)  0 

(47)  kî  kol—bê tā- ah  lā bū- uš  šā nî- im     

 

 

 

4.4.5. BH Spondee. Spondaic substitution would necessarily overgenerate if all TH 

weight be projected. On the rare occasion when a spondee seems to be the reasonable 
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interpretation, the expedient is to mark the inherently heavy syllable with the ∆, rendering 

if “light” as in (48). It is conjectured that such instances will be exceedingly rare (only 

1/132 here = 0.8%), and that they will be confined to initial edge of the line, as is the case 

in (48). 

 

     x             2 

 (x   x)             1 

  (x x) (x x)            0 

(48)  ’ô- oy—nā’   lā nû  kî   ḥā ṭā’ nû  (Lam 5:16b) 

  )* ∆ *) *  *) *  *) ∆  * *) ∆  0 

    )*   *)   *    *)   1 

       )*       *)   2 

              *   3 

 

 

4.4.6. BH Anapest. Anapest substitution is easily dealt with by marking a schwa 

with the extrametrical delta ∆: crucially, the schwa syllable does not project an 

underlying TH mora—the schwa is a metrical cypher (cf. Kahn 1987: xx). However, 

there are four exceptional cases of a “true anapest”, by which is meant in this particular 

context that the extrametrical delta has in fact a corresponding x (is moraic) in the TH 

metrical representation, unlike the metrical cypher of the schwa: Ps 112:1a, 4a, 7a; Prov 

31:31b. In the latter case—an outlier, as it were—there is the hint of initial dittography, 

even though the emendation is explicitly guarded against by the marginal masora parva 

(see further Kelley et al. 1998). In contrast, the three instances in Ps 112, all on the fourth 

foot of an a-line, dramatically isolate this poem stylistically within the corpus. In any 

case, the practical solution is to wield the extrametrical delta in the cases of these four 

“anapest substitutions” as well. 

4.4.7. Pausal Phonology. The phenomenon of TH pausal phonology is reasonably 

well understood (Goerwitz 1993). Historically and derivationally, the “pausal” form is 
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clearly the basic “lexical” form, and the so-called “contextual” stress-shifted form is a 

“post-lexical” transformation (DeCaen 2005: xx).
45

 

4.4.7.0. There are two points worth emphasizing in this context. First, the 

transformation rendered in (49) optimizes the TH metrical structure.
46

 Second, the 

transformation systematically introduces a supernumerary foot in (49) where the 

originally ungrouped syllable is [CV:] by pre-tonic lengthening; this can be explained in 

terms of resyllabification ((iii), n. 32). 

 

    x   2        x   2 

    x)   1     (x   x)   1 

  x (x x)  0     (x x) (x x)  0 

(49)  kā tā bû    →   kā tǝ bû  

 

 

4.4.7.1. There are six cases where the extra foot must be discounted metri causa: 

Prov 31:14a, 16a, 16b, 22a, 24a, 24b. In the representative example in Prov 31:16a (50), 

the secondary foot of the verbal form projects to gridline 3: a seriously undesirable 

scenario. However, the pausal form eliminates the problem straightforwardly in (51). 

 

               x   4 

        (x       x)   3 

    (x     x)       x)   2 

  (x   x)     x)    (x   x)   1 

  (x x) (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x) (x x)  0 

(50)  zā mə râ   śā deh   wat tiq qā ḥē hû        

  *) * *) ∆  * *) ∆  * *) * *) ∆  0 

  *)  *    *)    *  *)   1 

  *)      *      *)   2 

  )*            *)   3 

              *   4 
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(51)  zā mā râ   śā deh   wat tiq qā ḥē hû  

  )* *) ∆   * *) ∆  * *) * *) ∆  0 

   )*     *)    *  *)   1 

        )*      *)   2 

              *   3 

 

 

4.4.7.2. The substitution of pausal forms dramatically improves the poetic rhythm in 

virtually all cases, regardless of the issue of the extra foot. This is always the case where 

the verbal form undergoes TH stress-retraction—arising from the stress-clash triggered 

by the contextual stress-shifting in the first place! A representative example is scanned 

both ways in (52)-(53); compare the resulting accentual-syllabic rhythms. A fairly 

dramatic example in Prov 31:31a (54) is matched with another dramatic example drawn 

from Job 3 (55) to emphasize the difference: a leaden pyrrhic (contextual) is turned into 

metrical gold (pausal). 

 

          x       3 

    (x      x)       2 

  (x  x)   (x   x)       1 

  (x x) (x x)  (x  x) (x x)      0 

(52)  šû `ā lî- im  hil lǝ kû— bô      (Lam 5:18b) 

  *) * *) *  *) ∆ * *) ∆      0 

  )*  *)   *   *)       1 

    )*      *)       2 

          *       3 

 

(53)  šû `ā lî- im  hil lē kû— bô      (Lam 5:18b) 

  *) * *) ∆  * *) * *) ∆      0 

  )*  *)    *  *)       1 

    )*      *)       2 

          *       3 

 

               x   3 

     (x          x)   2 

      x)     (x     x)   1 

   x  (x x)  x  (x x)  x (x x)  0 

(54a) tə nû— lā- ah  mip pə rî   yā dệ hā  (Pr 31:31a) 
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               x   3 

     (x          x)   2 

  (x    x)     (x     x)   1 

  (x x)  (x x)  x  (x x)  x (x x)  0 

(54b) tē nû— lā- ah  mip pə rî   yā dệ hā  (Pr 31:31a) 

 

             x   3 

       (x      x)   2 

   (x    x)      x)   1 

  x (x x)  x (x x)   x  (x x)  0 

(55a) hay yô- om  ha hû’   yǝ hî  ḥō šek  (Job 3:4a) 

 

              x   3 

       (x      x)   2 

   (x    x)   (x   x)   1 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  (x x)  (x x)  0 

(55b) hay yô- om  ha hû’   yé hî  ḥō šek  (Job 3:4a) 

 

 

4.4.7.3. There are very rare cases where the pausal form preserves the line as 

metrical; whereas the line collapses as unmetrical with a defective gridline 1 due to the 

contextual form. The lone example in the corpus in presented in (56)-(57). 

 

          x   3 

   (x       x)   2 

    x)    (x   x)   1 

  x (x x)   (x x)  (x x)  0 

(56)  wat tā qom  bǝ `ô- od  lay lâ  (Prov 31:15a)  

  )* *) ∆  * *) *  *) ∆  0 

   *)    *   *)   1 

   )*       *)   2 

          *   3 

 

     x         2 

  (x   x)         1 

  (x x) (x x)        0 

(57)  wat tā qōm  bǝ `ô- od  lay lâ  (Prov 31:15a)  

  *) * *)  * *) *  *) ∆  0 

  )*  *)   *   *)   1 

    )*      *)   2 

          *   3 
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4.4.7.4. Accordingly, the TH post-lexical transformation of pausal forms into 

“contextual” forms is discounted in the projection of asterisks onto gridline 0. All and 

only pausal forms are lexically projected. This includes non-verbal forms as well, without 

adverse effect: specifically, the noun with a 2ms pronominal suffix kis’ăkā ~  kis’ékā 

(Lam 5:19b); as well as the 2ms subject pronoun ’attâ (Lam 5:19a)—consequently an 

initial trochaic inversion too. The finding that pausal forms are better read metri causa is 

a unique contribution of the present analysis, with ramifying implications for the history 

of the Hebrew language. 

 

5. Algorithm Specified with Worked Examples 

5.0. As noted at the outset §0.8.1, Hebrew and English are heavily stress-timed. This 

entails among other things a high premium on the alignment of rhythmic and metrical 

prominence. It is generally not possible simply to insert brackets into gridline 0 from a 

given edge iteratively (“strict metre” Fabb & Halle 2008: §1.7; ch. 2); rather, brackets 

must be inserted into gridline 0 relative to stress-maxima before the iterative rules are 

allowed to apply (“loose metre” Fabb & Halle 2008: §1.9; ch. 3). The concept of stress-

maximum is first specified within the particular framework of Fabb & Halle (2008). Then 

the algorithms for the TH metrical structure and the BH poetic scansion are specified. 

5.1.0. It should be emphasized that the definition of the stress-maximum is a bone 

of contention among specialists; however, that discussion need not detain us here. The 

definition in Fabb & Halle (2008: (2), p. 68) is sufficient for the present purposes; the 

definition is given in (58). 
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(58)  Definition of Maximum (Gridline 0): 

  The syllable bearing word stress is a maximum, except when it is immediately  

preceded or followed in the same line by a syllable carrying greater stress. 

 

5.1.1. “Word” when applied to Hebrew in (58) will be interpreted here as 

“orthographic word”: a word separated by white space in the unpointed or consonantal 

text. This ensures that, where possible, clitics will attract secondary stress. The 

qualification of variable degrees of stress nicely handles the variable, context-sensitive 

metrical value of Hebrew monosyllabic “particles”. 

5.1.2. The formalization of the TH metrical parse is detailed in (59). Notice that 

the upshot of the scanning of gridline 1 is the correct characterization of the TH 

phonological phrase (φ) as ranging over TH 1-3 trochaic feet. 

 

(59)  Projection (moras): 

Project a vocal schwa as zero x‟s onto gridline 0. 

  Project a heavy syllable (including heavy by position) as two x‟s onto gridline 0. 

  Else, project a syllable as one x onto gridline 0. 

 

  Gridline 0 (trochees):  

  Insert a left-bracket on gridline 0 to the left of a stress-maximum. 

Starting from the left-most left-bracket, insert right brackets,  

form binary groups, project the heads on the left (trochaic) onto gridline 1. 

 Ungrouped
47

 x‟s are permitted. 

 Incomplete groups are not permitted. 

 

Gridline 1 (phonological phrases):  

Insert a right-bracket on gridline 1 to the right of a disjunctive accent. 

Starting from the right-most right-bracket, insert left brackets,  

form binary groups, project the heads on the right onto gridline 2. 

 Ungrouped x‟s are permitted. 

 Incomplete groups are permitted. 

 

Gridline 2 (intonational phrases): 

Starting just at the right edge, insert right-brackets, form binary groups,  

project the heads on the right onto gridline 3. 
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5.1.3. The algorithm applies to the first metrical contract examined above as 

follows. First there is the projection of x‟s (moras) onto gridline 0, observing all TH 

weight distinctions. 

 

  x x x  x x x   x  x x x  0 

(60)   ’ô dẹh    YH WH   bə kol— lē bā- ab  (Ps 111:1a) 

 

 

Then the stress-maxima are marked by left-brackets. Crucially, notice that the clitic kol is 

also a stress-maximum by rule (58). 

 

  x (x x  x (x x   (x  x (x x  0 

(61)   ’ô dẹh    YH WH   bə kol— lē bā- ab  (Ps 111:1a) 

 

 

When the iterative rule on gridline 0 applies, some x‟s remain ungrouped (n. 47); this is 

licensed by rule in (59). 

 

  x (x x)  x (x x)   (x  x) (x x)  0 

(62)   ’ô dẹh    YH WH   bə kol— lē bā- ab  (Ps 111:1a) 

 

 

The trochees now project their heads onto gridline 1. 

 

 

    x     x     x    x   1 

  x (x x)  x (x x)   (x  x) (x x)  0 

(63)   ’ô dẹh    YH WH   bə kol— lē bā- ab  (Ps 111:1a) 

 

 

The disjunctive accents are then marked on gridline 1 by right-brackets. 

 

 

    x     x)     x    x)   1 

  x (x x)  x (x x)   (x  x) (x x)  0 

(64)   ’ô dẹh    YH WH   bə kol— lē bā- ab  (Ps 111:1a) 
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Grouping and projecting follows iteratively from that point onwards, resulting in the 

well-formed grid in (65) that halts at the lone x on gridline 3.
48

  

 

               x   3 

       (x        x)   2 

   (x     x)    (x    x)   1 

  x (x x)  x (x x)   (x  x) (x x)  0 

(65)   ’ô dẹh    YH WH   bə kol— lē bā- ab  (Ps 111:1a) 

 

 

5.1.4. Notice in passing the typical tripartite appearance of bisyllabic words on 

gridline 0: x (x x). This is what gives a slight oom-pa-pa to the musical chant, as 

indicated in (66). The ternary bar in (66), implied by natural textsetting,
49

 explains in 

principle (a) the various details of the poetic musical transformations, and also (b) the 

nature and distribution of the secondary accent ga`yâ/meteg as the alignment of the text 

with the musical head (DeCaen in progress). 

 

    x     x   1 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  0 

(66)   ’ô dẹh    YH WH    (Ps 111:1aα) 

  ♪  (♪ ♪  ♪ (♪ ♪  0 

    •     •   1 

 

 

5.2.0. The octosyllabic “contract” of Ps 111:1a is analyzed in the prosodic 

projection in (67) as in DeCaen (2009: (3), p. 90): a continuous dichotomy. The iambic 

accentual-syllabic metre or Silbenalternation is governed at higher levels as an ideal 

Doppeldipodie or Vierheber (Hölscher 1920: §99-101): syllables (σ) are grouped into 

word-feet (ω), which are in turn grouped into two phonological phrases (φ) constituting 

one intonational phrase (I). The measure of māšāl poetry in DeCaen (2009) is exactly two 

phonological phrases (φ).  
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         I 

 

 

     φ        φ 

 

 

         ω          ω         ω               ω 

 

 

(67)  σ  σ  σ  σ  σ  σ  σ  σ 

 

   ’ô  dẹh   YH  WH  bə  kol— lē  bāb   

 

(68)  (♪ ♪ (♪ ♪ (♪ ♪ (♪ ♪ (♪ ♪ (♪ ♪ (♪ ♪ (♪ ♪(  0 

  )•  •)  •  •)  •  •)  •  •)   1 

    (•    •    (•    •(   2 

    )•        •)       3 

            •       4 

 

 

5.2.1.0. The natural textsetting of the iambic tetrameter is projected downwards in 

(68); cf., e.g.,  Fabb & Halle (2008: (60)-(61), pp. 36-37), Dell & Halle (2009: (7)-(8), pp. 

66-67), Hayes (2009: (14), p. 49). This musical backbone has two very interesting 

features.  

5.2.1.1. It straightforwardly explains the otherwise surprisingly frequent appearance 

of the clipped line in terms of musical anacrusis, the optional upbeat preceding the strong 

first beat of the first bar. Recall the examples of clipped metrical contracts in (2), (3) and 

(11). Five of the eight hexasyllabic exceptions examined above are also clipped.  

5.2.1.2. It aligns the metrico-musical head of the entire line with the sixth syllable. 

It might be suggested that this strong position licenses the ubiquitous anapest that 

typically follows.
50

  

5.3.0. The revised poetic algorithm, specified in the following subsections with 

commentary, has a remarkable property: it can be understood as taking TH text as input 
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and “setting” that text algorithmically to the musical representation in (68) as its output. 

The algorithm is stated with open parameters, constituting a general theory of BH poetry. 

5.3.1. First there is a filter on the TH post-lexical transformations: the operation of 

certain late phonological transformations must be discounted or “undone”, as it were. 

Such transformations to be discounted are listed in (69). 

 

(69)  Post-lexical Filter: 

  Discount any transformation that specifies TH schwa in its input. 

  Discount any transformation that renders monomoraic clitics heavy (§4.4.4). 

  <Discount/do not discount> the shifting of pausal forms (§4.4.7). 

 

Comment. TH metrical phonology is systematically insensitive to the post-lexical 

rules that refer to a vocal schwa (DeCaen 2008: esp. (13), p. 8). Euphonic-schwa 

insertion is typically triggered by contact anaptyxis (DeCaen 2003), but is not limited to 

this phenomenon.
51

 We also observed above sonorant degemination associated with 

schwa (§2.3-2.5), which would also fall under this rubric.
52

  

Notice the parameter placed between pointed brackets. It is true that in the corpus 

studied here the verbal forms must be read as pausal; but there is no reason why this must 

be a universal of BH poetry. Indeed, it appears that some poems demand just the reverse: 

contextual forms with the secondary foot.
53

 It is conjectured that BH poetry will reflect 

diachronic processes such as the introduction of the contextual shifting that optimizes the 

iambic rhythm, and that such subtle differences can be used in the relative dating of BH 

poems. 

5.3.2. The rule for projecting asterisks in (70) onto gridline 0 (cf. Fabb & Halle 

2008: (61), p. 233) is somewhat different from that in (5), reflecting the various 

modifications demanded by the unfolding analysis above. 
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(70)  Projection onto Gridline 0: 

  Project a heavy syllable as two asterisks onto gridline 0. 

  Else, project a syllable as one asterisk onto gridline 0 

 

Comment. Crucially, “heavy” includes both inherently heavy (n. 16, n. 32) and 

heavy by position, i.e., a light syllable rendered heavy by the TH pitch-accent (§4.4). 

5.3.3. Recall that not all asterisks are counted on gridline 0 metri causa (§1.2; see 

further Fabb & Halle 2008: §2.7). That rule is stated again in (71). 

 

(71)  Non-projection: 

  Some asterisks are not counted metri causa; these are indicated by ∆. 

  Typically non-projection is associated with a TH schwa. 

 

 

Comment. TH syllables are not directly grouped in the present theory; rather they 

must first project asterisks onto gridline 0. In other words, it is the asterisks that must be 

grouped and hence “counted” (Fabb & Halle 2008: 60). “Non-projection of a syllable is a 

metrical fact, not a phonetic one. Nevertheless, non-projected syllables tend to be 

relatively unprominent and often can be regarded as instances of slurred pronunciation” 

(p. 62). 

Non-projection is stipulated above in the three cases of virtual maqqeph (§4.4.4), BH 

spondee (§4.4.5) and the three instances of true anapest in Ps 112 (§4.4.6). Otherwise, 

non-projection is confined to the “relatively unprominent” and “slurred” TH schwas in 

two specific contexts. 

(a) The majority of cases involves anapest substitution. The distribution of anapests 

over the metrical feet (numbered 1-4) is diagrammed in (72); the three true anapests in 

Psalm 112 are included. The resulting statistical profiles dramatically differentiate poetic 
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styles; notice especially the insensitivity to location in Proverbs 31. The data in (72) are 

sufficient to establish clear preferences when a question arises as to which schwa to mark 

with a ∆: FINAL >> INITIAL >> MEDIAL. On the likely explanation of this distribution, 

see again §§5.2.1.0-5.2.1.2. 

 

(72)  Pss 111-112  1. * 

      2. 

      3. 

      4. **************** 

 

  Prov 31:10ff  1. **  

      2. ** 

      3. ** 

      4. **** 

 

  Lam 5   1. ***  

      2. 

      3. 

      4. **** 

 

 

(b) A minority of cases involves a schwa associated with a geminate consonant; 

surely this is no coincidence (see again comment on (69).). Such an extrametrical schwa 

is found in Ps 112:4a, Prov 31:16b, 28a, 31a, 31b, Lam 5:9b, 10b, 14b. 

5.3.4. Next comes the all-important identification of the stress-maxima. The non-

iterative rule is stated separately in (71). 

 

(73)  Insert a right-bracket on gridline 0 after a stress-maximum. 

  Insertion may fail at the right edge metri causa (§4.3). 

 

 

Comment. The interpretation of stress-maximum in (73) is a bit tricky. First, the 

stress-maximum here must be parasitic on the TH stress-maximum as in (74), generating 
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the correct grouping of asterisks in (75) and, crucially, leaving the third syllable 

ungrouped.  

 

      x    2 

   (x   x)    1 

   (x  x) (x x)   0 

(74)  lə nip lə ’ō tā- ayw   (Ps 111:4a) 

  * *) * * *) *   0 

 

      x    2 

   (x   x)    1 

   (x  x) (x x)   0 

(75)  lə nip lə ’ō tā- ayw   (Ps 111:4a) 

  (* *) * (* *) *   0 

   )*   *)    1 

      *    2 

 

 

Second, the intention is that all anapests, regardless of their underlying TH mora-

count, generate a secondary stress-maximum as in (76)—of course, only where permitted 

by rule in context; see again (58). One way of trying to understand this behaviour is to 

imagine a full vowel actually projecting an x as in (77). 

 

      x  2 

  (x    x)  1        x  1 

  (x  x) (x x) 0      x (x x) 0 

(76)  ne ’ĕ mā nî- im (Ps 111:7b)   gə dō lî- im (Ps 111:2a) 

  *)  (* *) * 0     *) (* *) * 0 

  )*   *)  1     )*  *)  1 

     *  2       *  2 

 

     x   2 

  (x   x)   1 

  (x  x) (x x)  0 

(77)  gā dō lî- im  (Ps 111:2a) 

 

 

5.3.5. Foot formation proceeds iteratively according to (78), following the 

identification of the stress-maxima. There are no restrictions on either ungrouped 
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asterisks or incomplete groups (degenerate feet). The parameter is added to take into 

account historical developments in Hebrew phonology; recall the comment on (69) on 

relative dating of poems. 

 

(78)  Gridline 0 (feet):  

Starting from the rightmost right-bracket, insert left-brackets,  

form binary groups, project the heads on the right (iambic) onto gridline 1. 

 Ungrouped asterisks are permitted. 

 Incomplete groups are permitted. 

 A TH schwa <may/may not> head a foot.
54

 

 

 

5.3.6. The rest of the algorithm proceeds iteratively in (79)-(80). Notice that the 

processing of gridline 1 is extensively revised in (79), with left-bracketing in the metra 

formation and two new parameters. 

 

(79)  Gridline 1 (metra):  

Starting at the left edge, insert left-brackets, form <binary/ternary> groups, 

project the heads on the right onto gridline 2. 

 Ungrouped asterisks are not permitted. 

 Incomplete groups are <permitted/not permitted>. 

 

(80)  Gridline 2 (cola): 

Starting just at the right edge, insert right-brackets, form binary groups,  

project the heads on the right onto gridline 3. 

(Grid formation halts at gridline 3.) 

 

 

Comment. There is no difference in scanning the māšāl gridline 1 from right to left, 

or left to right. This will always be true in dealing with an even number of feet. However, 

by scanning from left to right we allow for true catalexis as canvassed above in §4.1 with 

the rule in (30). Thus, the permission for incomplete groups in (79) licenses the 

truncation of a 4+4 māšāl couplet, producing the 4+3 couplet of Lamentations 3. 
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Another parameter allows for ternary groups on gridline 1, generating a hexametric 

grid. The BH 3+3 hexameter is instantiated by Lamentations 1, 2 and 4 [verify!]. The 

optional truncation yields in this case the 3+2 pentameter observed in Jonah 2. 

This left-to-right scan of gridline 1 combined with the two parameters constitutes a 

generalized theory of BH poetry. 

5.4.0. The following worked examples are representative of observed phenomena. 

The full analysis of the corpus is found in Appendix 1. 

5.4.1. The algorithmic generation of the metrical grid of the first “metrical 

contract” in Ps 111:1a begins with the projection onto gridline 0 (69)-(71), as shown in 

(81). 

 

(81)  ’ô dẹh    YH WH   bə kol— lē bā- ab  (Ps 111:1a) 

  * * *  * * *  * *  * * *  0 

 

Stress-maxima are then marked up in (82). Crucially, notice that the first mora of heavy 

syllables is picked out, aligning the iambic poetic-metrical head with the trochaic TH 

metrical head. 

 

(82)  ’ô dẹh    YH WH   bə kol— lē bā- ab  (Ps 111:1a) 

  * *) *  * *) *  * *)  * *) *  0 

 

The iterative rules kick in, resulting in the projection of gridline 1 in (83). Notice the 

resulting ungrouped asterisks on gridline 0. 

 

(83)  ’ô dẹh    YH WH   bə kol— lē bā- ab  (Ps 111:1a) 

  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *)  (* *) *  0 

   *    *    *   *   1 

 

The iterative rules project one asterisk onto gridline 3 in (84), confirming that Ps 111:1a 

is a metrical line of poetry. 
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(84)  ’ô dẹh    YH WH   bə kol— lē bā- ab  (Ps 111:1a) 

  (*  *) *  (*  *) *  (*  *)  (* *) *  0 

   (*     *    (*   *(   1 

       )*       *)   2 

              *   3 

 

 

5.4.2. The next example involves a required projection of weight by position, 

almost as if the verb is being read nātānā. The added weight supports a foot headed by 

the secondary stress-maximum lî. 

 

(85)  ṭe rep  nā tan   lî rē ’ā- ayw  (Ps 111:5a) 

  * *  * * *  * * * *  0 

 

 

The grid formation proceeds unproblematically, resulting in the well-formed grid in (86), 

projecting one asterisk onto gridline 3. Notice the implied trochaic substitution of the 

initial segholate ṭerep. 

 

(86)  ṭe rep  nā tan   lî rē ’ā- ayw  (Ps 111:5a) 

  *) *  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  0 

  (*    *   (*  *(   1 

      )*     *)   2 

           *   3 

 

 

5.4.3. The role of the stress-maximum rule in (73) is crucial in (87): the anapest 

gədōlîm must project a secondary foot as in (88). Notice that the anaptyxis is ignored in 

the projection of asterisks. 

 

(87)  gə dō lî- im  ma `ă śê   YH WH   (Ps 111:2a) 

  *) * *) *  *  *) *  * *) *  0 

 

 

The grid formation continues, resulting in the well-formed gird in (88). 
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(88)  gə dō lî- im  ma `ă śê   YH WH   (Ps 111:2a) 

  *) (* *) *  (*  *) *  (* *) *  0 

  (*  *     (*    *(   1 

    )*         *)   2 

             *   3 

 

 

5.4.4. Notice how reading the contextual form of the verb in (89) creates a 

supernumerary fifth foot, projecting two asterisks onto gridline 3: as it stands, this line 

must be rejected as unmetrical. 

 

(89)  hā yə tâ   ko ’ŏ niy yô- ot  sô ḥēr  (Prov 31:14a) 

  *) (* *) (*  *)  (* *) *  (* *) * 0 

  (*  *   (*   *    (*  1 

    *)      *    *)  2 

    *          *  3 

 

 

The matter is straightforwardly resolved by projecting from the pausal form of the 

verb instead in (90). Notice in passing that the anaptyxis is completely ignored in the 

projection of asterisks onto gridline 0. 

 

(90)  hā yā tâ   ko ’ŏ niy yô- ot  sô ḥēr  (Prov 31:14a) 

  (* *) (*   *)  (* *) *  (* *) * 0 

   (*    *   (*    *(  1 

       )*       *)  2 

              *  3 

 

 

5.4.5. Another typical case of an extra foot arises in (91). The projection of two 

asterisks onto gridline 3 identifies the line as unmetrical as it stands. 

 

(91)  bə sô- od  yə šā rî- im  wə `ē dâ   (Ps 111:1b) 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  0 

   (*   *  (*   *  (*   1 

      *)     *  *)   2 

      *       *   3 
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In this case, we observe two anapests with two schwas heading feet. The second anapest 

is marked with the ∆ metri causa in (92) according to the preference established above: 

FINAL >> INITIAL >> MEDIAL. Recall that this has absolutely nothing to do with the 

actual pronunciation or performance. 

 

(92)  bə sô- od  yə šā rî- im  wə `ē dâ   (Ps 111:1b) 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *  0 

   (*   *  (*     *(   1 

      )*       *)   2 

             *   3 

 

 

5.4.6. Finally, let us look at a case of final trochaic inversion. The algorithm 

would otherwise generate the grid (93), which by inspection is unmetrical on gridline 1. 

Notice that virtual maqqeph is already discounted by the use of ∆. 

 

(93)  kōl   yə mê   ḥay yệ hā  (Prov 31:12b) 

  *) ∆  (* *) *  (* *) *  0 

  (*    *    (*   1 

  )*        *)   2 

          *   3 

 

 

The metrical deficit can be eliminated by failing to mark the final stress-maximum 

on gridline 0 in (94) per the second clause of (73), resulting in the metrical anaclasis in 

(95). Notice how the left-brackets group from the right edge, forming two groups with 

left-brackets only. 

 

(94)  kōl   yə mê   ḥay yệ hā  (Prov 31:12b) 

  *) ∆  * *) *  * * *  0 
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(95)  kōl   yə mê   ḥay yệ hā  (Prov 31:12b) 

   *) ∆  (*  *) (*   * (* *  0 

  (*     *   (*  *(  1 

      )*     *)  2 

           *  3 

 

 

6. Appendices and Notes 

6.0. The complete scansion of the 132 lines is set out in Appendix I. The projection 

of the dual metrical grid is arrested at gridlines 1 to save space. The rhythmic caesura is 

marked with the double bar || for the statistical study of stylistics in Appendix II. The line 

various line-counts are given in the right marginal for statistical analysis. 

6.1. Emendations which have been made to the text are limited to the following four. 

Out of 132 lines, only one change to the actual consonantal text (b) is proposed metri 

causa. 

 

(a) Prov 31:15c:   Delete third line as a gloss et metri causa. 

(b) Prov 31:30b:  Read nəbônâ for yir’at—YHWH with the Greek Septuagint 

συνετή, cf. Sir 9:15, 16:4. 

(c) Lam 5:4a:  Repoint mêmênû as miyyāmênû with the Greek Septuagint  

ἐξ ἡμερῶν. 

(d) Lam 5:4b:  Repoint bimḥîr /bǝ.ma.ḥiir./ as trisyllabic bǝmāḥîr. 

 

 

 6.2. Comment. The emendations are hardly controversial. The poetry of Prov 

31:10ff and Lam 5 is clearly designed as acrostic couplets, and it is unreasonable to save 

what is obviously a gloss in Prov 31:15c; delete metri causa (a). The two major 

emendations have the support of the LXX Greek translation (b)-(c). The last 

emendation is curious but by no means isolated. Where TH pre-tonic lengthening fails, 

the metre still demands three full syllables. The word šǝ’ôl, the biblical “underworld”, is 
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a prime example of this failure of pre-tonic lengthening (e.g., Ps 6:6b, read bǝšā’ôl for 

biš’ôl).  

 6.3.0. Appendix II is a statistical summary of the various line-counts. Notice that all 

four poems are differentiated by subtle differences in their statistical profiles.  

6.3.1. Phonological Phrase (φ). There are only two counterexamples (2/132 = 2%) 

to the phonological-phrase analysis in DeCaen (2009): there are three disjunctive accents 

in Lam 5:17a, 22a, arising from the behaviour of the majority prose-accent system. It is 

an open question whether it is a coincidence that both occur in the a-line; the extra 

disjunctive certainly marks out Lam 5 as anomalous. Notice at 98% regularity, DeCaen 

(2009) comfortably passes the 97% threshold in Vance (2001) for a metrical analysis. 

 6.3.2. Orthographic Word (W), Phonological Word (MT ω). The range of 2-5W 

bounces around an average of 3W. The range of the Masoretic phonological word hardly 

differs at 2-4ω, and also bounces around an average of 3ω. It is not clear whether these 

ranges are principled. The average of 3 is a hallmark of māšāl metre. 

 6.3.3. TH Foot (F). The range of 3-4F in DeCaen (2009) is exceeded in eight cases 

(8/132 = 6%): there are 5F in Ps 112:1a, 4a, 7a; Prov 31:14a, 16a, 16b, 21b, 22a, 24a, 

25b, 31b; Lam 5:25b, 27a. The range of 3-5 TH F with an average of 4 TH F is another 

hallmark of māšāl metre. 

 6.3.4. Syllable (σ). The “significant” range is 7-9σ; octosyllabism is the average. 

The broader range of 6-13σ (5-13 for Vance (2001)) does not appear principled. The 

expected range is 4-16σ. It is an empirical question whether this wider range is realized; 

and if not, the interesting question becomes, why not? There does not appear to be any 
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principled objection to a line of 4 heavy syllables; a cobbled-together example is offered 

in (96). 

 

            x   3 

     (x       x)   2 

  (x    x)   (x    x)   1 

  (x x)  (x x)  (x x)  (x x)  0 

(96)  ’î- iš  ṭô- ob  šā- am  hû’ 

  *) (*  *) (*  *) (*  *) *  0 

  )*   *)   *   *)   1 

     )*      *)   2 

           *   3 

 

 

6.3.5. Mora (μ). The defining range is 7-12μ (both TH mora and poetic asterisk). 

The tetrameter itself sets the upper range in (97): 13μ or more is not possible. The lower 

range is set by one BH pyrrhic substitution (_ x) in (98); see again §3.6. The interesting 

question is why the hexamoraic (99) does not appear; perhaps such a line implodes, and 

must be re-interpreted as (100) (cf. the similar strategy in DeCaen (2009: §3.1)). The 

hexamoraic example in (101), however, simply cannot project 4 groups; the only such 

line just happens to be the gloss in Prov 31:15c, which can confidently be deleted metri 

causa.  

 

      x    x    x    x  

(97)    x (x x) x (x x) x (x x) x (x x) 

 

(98)  (a)   (_ x)  (x x)  (x x)  (x x) 

 

  (b)   (x x)  (_ x)  (x x)  (x x) 

 

  (c)   (x x)  (x x)  (_ x)  (x x) 

 

(99)     (_ x)  (x x)  (_ x)  (x x) 

 

(100)     x  (x x)   x  (x x) 
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(101)    _ (x   x) _  (x x)  (x x) 

 

 

6.3.6. Rhythmic Caesura. The distribution of the rhythmic caesurae over the three 

positions, initial #1, medial #2, and final #3 is given in (102). The distributions in Ps 111 

and Ps 112 are identical, and they accordingly been conflated. While all poems show a 

mode of medial caesura, they differ in their secondary preference for an eccentric 

caesura: Pss 111-112 is decidedly final, Lam 5 decidedly initial, while Prov 31:10ff 

appears indifferent. 

 

(102) Pss 111-112  1. **** 

      2. ************************** 

      3. ************** 

  

 

Pr 31:10ff  1. ************ 

      2. *********************** 

      3. ********* 

 

Lam 5   1. ***************** 

      2. ************************* 

      3. ** 

 

 

 

7. Conclusion 

7.0. Conventional wisdom holds that, like Hamlet, the Hebrew bards were ill at 

their numbers and had not art to reckon their groans (Hamlet II, ii, 120-121). For at least 

two decades, Hebraists have concluded that there is a “scholarly consensus that denies the 

existence of meter in classical Hebrew poetry. In sum, it seems appropriate to delete 

meter as a category for understanding biblical Hebrew poetry” (Pedersen & Richards 

1992: 42). Similarly, Dion (1992) concludes that, in the wake of the “flourishing of 

theses and monographs in Hebrew Poetics that took place in the eighties”, no publication 
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has “seriously challenged the quasi-consensus” (Dion 1992: 1). The goal of Vance (2001) 

is, once and for all, “to free scholars from the futile search for a metrical scheme which 

does not exist” (n. 16, p. 6). 

7.1. Rather, the conventional wisdom holds, there is some sort of BH free verse 

governed by syntactic and/or semantic constraints (Vance 2001; see further his many 

references). DeCaen (2009) argues, however, that syntax and/or semantics fails to capture 

the linguistically significant and systematic phonological regularities. Another, more 

direct approach to the refutation of syntactic theory is taken by Hobbins (2011): he shows 

that trying to implement the standard theory as a guide to lineation yields nonsense (p. 

xx).  

7.2. Moreover, free verse is to versification what a red stripe on a yellow canvass 

is to fine art. This need not be read as the philistinism of Auden‟s Senior Citizen ca. 

1969, who “cannot settle which is worse, / the Anti-Novel or Free Verse” (n. 2). Rather, 

this is to emphasize that free verse is in fact a very modern invention, and not a mode of 

ancient versification. To subscribe to a free-verse theory is consistent with the 

Exceptionalism that pervades Biblical Studies. Ancient Israel is, on this view, in just 

about every respect sui generis: especially in the area of theology and the history of 

religion. In the department of the language of ancient Israel, there is, e.g., the notion that 

BH has no grammatical tense (but see DeCaen 1995); and recently there has been an 

insistence that the Hebrew texts are somehow immune to standard historical-linguistic 

techniques in the relative dating of texts (DeCaen 2000). And of course, there is the 

consensus that BH poetry is not metrically regulated. 
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7.3. “The psalms are for singing”, Mowinckel correctly insists, “and singing 

implies a constriction of the rhythm called metre” (Mowinckel 1962 II: 159). A psalm is 

a carmen, both charmed and charming, simultaneously a poem, a song, an oracular 

declaration and an incantation (cf. Hirsch 1999: 12). The incantation, literally the 

realization as canticum or chant, is in fact mandated by Halakhah (Talmud b. Meg. 32a; 

Song R. 4:11; see further Jacobson 2002: 6-11): the Torah, the all-encompassing 

canticum canticorum in this context, must be sung—not read.  

7.4. On a related note, Hirsch (1999) reminds us that the “musical element is so 

intrinsic to poetry that the lyric never entirely forgets its origins in musical 

expression—in singing, chanting, recitation to musical accompaniment. The poet was 

once a performer, a bard, a scop, a troubadour” (p. 17). The psalm is a marriage of the 

“divine sounds” of the “Blest pair of Sirens, pledges of Heav‟ns joy, / Sphear-born, 

harmonious sisters, Voice, and Vers”.
55

 We know that “certain properties of the texts of 

songs are but consequences of the alignment with music. As similar properties are found 

in literary poetry, this suggests that literary metrics has a closer likeness to musical 

textsetting that is generally thought. “The music of poetry” may after all be more than a 

metaphor” (Dell & Halle 2009: 77). Who will keep faith with the singer of ancient Israel, 

“chanter of pains and joys, uniter of here and hereafter”?
56

 

7.5. The poetic algorithm offered here in fact functions to set the refractory TH text 

to an abstract musical skeleton (68), thus falling under the broader rubric of isochronic 

metrics (Aroui & Arleo 2009: Part I). The observed range of 7-12 moras is precisely what 

is required to match the musical grid in (68). The proposed metre does appropriately 

“constrict the rhythm” for singing. 
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7.6. The flaw in the conventional wisdom is the white-swan fallacy. On the basis of a 

few white swans (decidedly inadequate approaches to mora and foot)—ugly ducklings, 

really, to be less charitable—Vance (2001) “convincingly demonstrates”
57

 that there is no 

black swan
58

 of BH metre. However, since the search-space for quantitative and 

accentual-syllabic formulas is so vast, it is surprising that these few ugly ducklings can 

support such a categorical conclusion that “quantitative and accentual-syllabic 

approaches to the question of meter in the Hebrew Bible are dead” (Vance 2001: 221). 

7.7. Such a sweeping conclusion is perhaps even more surprising in the absence of 

any reference to the actual details of TH phonology: its threefold quantity distinction and 

its foot construction. In a sense, the present study is a backhanded plea for greater 

attention to the details of TH phonology and an insistence on the fundamental importance 

of Masoretic Studies in general. 

But seek alone to hear the strange things said 

By God to the bright hearts of those long dead, 

And learn to chaunt a tongue men do not know.
59

 

 

As Revell (1987) emphasizes, the canonical TH declamation is the only direct evidence 

of prosodic phonology in any Semitic language prior to seventeenth-century descriptions 

of Arabic dialects (§1.2, p. 9). The unfortunate tendency to denigrate TH phonology as 

late and artificial and so unworthy of study is to overlook its deep historical roots
60

 and 

the naturalness of its rules and to underestimate the value of TH derivational ontology in 

recapitulating ancient Hebrew phylogeny. Raising the spectre of speculative 

reconstruction of “the pronunciation of Hebrew prior to the Masoretes” (Vance 2001: 

221) should be seen as a species of non sequitur in this light. 
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7.8. The analysis outlined here meets the basic requirements of a theory of BH metre 

as detailed by Vance (2001). The lineation is guaranteed by restricting the analysis to BH 

acrostics only. The 132 lines under review show 100% metrical regularity. Only one 

well-supported emendation of the consonantal text is required in 132 lines, allaying 

conservative fears of wild emendations to match text to metre. The proposed algorithm 

directly generates well-formed metrical grids of isometric lines by organizing syllables 

into feet. The accentual-syllabic tetrameter is clearly established as a metrical contract in 

the opening line. The minor anisosyllabism is restricted on principle. A catalogue of 

allowable “foot substitutions” is already implied by the operation of the algorithm. No 

implausible “reconstructing the pronunciation of the Hebrew text at the time of its 

composition” is required (Vance 2001: 220); recall §§1.4, 2.4. Indeed, a major 

contribution of the present study is uncovering the need to read metri causa pausal forms 

only, and how those pausal forms conspire rhythmically with stress-retraction. 

7.9. Another major contribution is the fine-grained stylistic taxonomy for literary 

criticism. The four poems are differentiated on the basis of micro-distinctions. The mere 

cross-tabulation of true anapest (§4.4.6) against final inversion (§4.3) is enough to 

immediately isolate the four poems stylistically. There are also the subtle micro-

variations in the statistical profiles (Appendix II), and the not-so-subtle preferences for an 

eccentric caesura (§6.3.6). Such a taxonomic tool should prove a boon to students of the 

books of Psalms and Proverbs. 

7.10. Phase III of the research programme will be the extension of the parameterized 

metrical-grid algorithm to the remaining acrostics analyzed by Vance (2001): 

Lamentations 1-4 and Pss 25, 34, 37, 119, 145. This phase will also identify challenging 
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prose passages as controls. Phase IV will be an analysis of māšāl metre in the book of 

Job. 

7.11. The generative vision of interfacing phonology, poetry and music, and the 

particular implementation of that guiding vision, will be of interest to students of 

musicology: both to students of the liturgical-chanting traditions of the West in general,
61

 

and to students interested in particular in reconstructing ancient modes of musical 

accompaniment in the Near East.
62

 The appearance of the basic musical backbone of 

Western music as the musical grid implied by the natural textsetting of māšāl metre is a 

fascinating coincidence. 

7.12. The strategy of reanalyzing a putatively “strong stress” metre will also interest 

students of Old English and Old Icelandic literatures (North & Allard 2007). Specifically, 

the quantity-sensitive, accentual-syllabic tetrameter, stretching and compressing 

refractory lines on the Procrustean bed of (68), has direct application to the metrical 

analysis of the Germanic strong-stress Vierheber. The heavy lifting has already been 

done by Getty (2002). The elimination of the separate category of strong-stress metre will 

bolster the general theory of a streamlined, syllable-organizing module for versification 

in Universal Grammar (Fabb & Halle 2008, 2009). 
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Appendix I: Scansions 

 

Psalm 111 
 

    x     x     x    x     4 

  x (x x)  x (x x)   (x  x) (x x)    10 

1a   ’ô dẹh    YH WH   bə kol— lē bā- ab    8 

  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *)  (* *) *    11 

   *    *  ||  *   *     2+2 

 

    x      x      x      3 

   (x x)   x (x x)   x (x x)     8 

1b  bə sô- od  yə šā rî- im  wə `ē dâ      8 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *     10 

   *   *  *  ||   *      3+1 

 

     x      x     x      3 

   x (x x)  x  (x x)  x (x x)     9 

2a  gə dō lî- im  ma `ă śê   YH WH      7 

  *) (* *) *  (*  *) *  (* *) *     10 

  *  *  ||   *    *      2+2 

 

     x     x     x       3 

   x (x x)   (x  x) x (x x)      8 

2b  də rû šî- im  lə kol— ḥep ṣê he- em      8 

  *) (* *) *  (* *)  * (* *) *      10 

  *  *  ||  *    *       2+2 

 

   x      x      x       3 

  (x x)   x (x x)  x  (x x)      8 

3a  hô- od— wə hā dā- ar  po `ŏ lô       6 

  *) (*  *) (* *) *  (*  *) *      9 

  *   *  *  ||   *       3+1 

 

    x   x     x     x      4 

   (x x) (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)     10 

3b  wə ṣid qā tô   `ō me det  lā `ad      9 

  (* *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *     11 

   *  *  ||  *    *      2+2 

 

   x     x     x    x      4 

  (x x)  x (x x)   (x  x) (x x)     9 

4a  zē ker  `ā śâ   lə nip lə ’ō tā- ayw     9 

  *) *  (* *) *  (* *) * (* *) *     11 

  *    *  ||  *   *      2+2 
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    x      x     x       3 

  x (x x)   x (x x)  x (x x)      9 

4b  ḥan nû- un  wə ra ḥû- um  YH WH       7 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

   *   *  *  ||  *       3+1 

 

   x     x    x   x        4 

  (x x)  x (x x)  (x x) (x x)       9 

5a  ṭe rep  nā tan   lî rē ’ā- ayw       7 

  *) *  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *       9 

  *  ||  *   *  *        1+3 

 

    x      x      x      3 

  x (x x)   x (x x)   x (x x)     9 

5b  yiz kōr   lə `ô lā- am  bə rî tô      8 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *     10 

   *   *  *  ||   *      3+1 

 

   x      x     x      x   4 

  (x x)  x  (x x)  x (x x)   x (x x)  11 

6a  kō- aḥ  ma `ă śā- ayw  hig gî- id  lə `am mô   8 

  *) *  (*  *) *  (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *  11

  *     *  ||  *     *   2+2 

 

    x     x      x     x   4 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  x  (x x)  x (x x)  12 

6b  lā tēt   lā he- em  na ḥă lat   gô yī- im  8 

  (* *) *  (* *) *  (*  *) *  (* *) *  12 

   *    *  ||   *    *   2+2 

 

     x     x     x      x  4 

  x  (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)   x (x x) 12 

7a  ma `ă śê   yā dā- ayw  ’ĕ met   û miš pā- aṭ 9 

  (*  *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *  ∆ (* *) * 12 

    *    *  ||  *     *  2+2 

 

   x    x    x     x       4 

  (x  x) (x x)  (x  x) x (x x)      9 

7b  ne ’ĕ mā nî- im  kol— piq qû dā- ayw      7 

  *)  (* *) (*  *)  * (* *) *      9 

  *   *  || *    *       2+2 
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     x     x      x      3 

   x (x x)  x (x x)   x (x x)     9 

8a  sə mû kî- im  lā `ad   lə `ô lā- am     8 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *     10 

  *  *    *  ||   *      3+1 

 

     x      x      x     3 

   x (x x)  x  (x x)   x (x x)    9 

8b  `ă śû yî- im  be ’ĕ met   wə yā šā- ar    8 

  *) (* *) *  (*  *) *  ∆ (* *) *    10 

  *  *  ||   *     *     2+2 

 

    x     x      x       3 

   (x x)  x (x x)   x (x x)      8 

9a  pə dû- ut  šā laḥ   lə `am mô       7 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *      10 

   *  ||  *   *  *       1+3 

 

    x      x      x      3 

  x (x x)   x (x x)   x (x x)     9 

9b  ṣiw wâ—  lə `ô lā- am  bə rî tô      8 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *     10 

   *   *  *  ||   *      3+1 

 

    x      x     x       3 

  x (x x)   x (x x)   (x x)      8 

9c  qā dô- oš  wə nô rā’    šə mô       7 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

   *   *  *  ||  *       3+1 
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    x     x     x     x    4 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)   12 

10a  rē’ šî- it  ḥok mâ   yir ’at   YH WH    8 

  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *   12 

   *    *  ||  *    *    2+2 

 

   x    x     x     x      4 

  (x x)  (x x)   (x  x) x (x x)     9 

10b  śē kel  ṭô- ob  lə kol— `ō śê he- em     8 

  *) (*  *) *  (* *)  * (* *) *     10 

  *   *  ||  *    *      2+2 

 

    x   x     x     x      4 

   (x x) (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)     10 

10c  tə hil lā tô   `ō me det  lā `ad      9 

  (* *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *     11 

   *  *  ||  *    *      2+2 
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Psalm 112 
 

   x    x     x    x    x    5 

  (x x)  (x x)  x (x x)  (x  x) (x x)   11 

1a   ’aš rê— ’î- iš  yā rê’   ’et— YH WH    8 

  *) (*  *) *  (* *) *  ∆  (* *) *   10 

  *   *  ||  *      *    2+2 

 

    x   x     x     x      4 

   (x x) (x x)  x (x x)   (x x)     9 

1b  bə miṣ wō tā- ayw  ḥā pēṣ   mə ’ō- od     8 

  (* *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *     11 

   *  *  ||  *    *      2+2 

 

    x     x     x     x    4 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)   12 

2a  gib bô- or  bā ’ā reṣ  YH WH   zar `ô    9 

  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *   12 

   *    *  ||  *    *    2+2 

 

   x      x      x       3 

  (x x)   x (x x)   x (x x)      8 

2b  dô- or  yə šā rî- im  yə bō rāk       7 

  *) (*  *) (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *      9 

  *   *  *  ||   *       3+1 

 

   x     x      x        3 

  (x x)  x (x x)   x (x x)       8 

3a  hô- on— wā `ō šer  bə bê tô        7 

  *) *  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *       9 

  *    *  || *  *        2+2 

 

    x   x     x     x      4 

   (x x) (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)     10 

3b  wə ṣid qā tô   `ō me det  lā `ad      9 

  (* *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *     11 

   *  *  ||  *    *      2+2 

 

    x     x    x    x    x   5 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  (x x)  (x  x) (x x)  12 

4a  zā raḥ   ba ḥō šek  ’ô- or  la yǝ šā rî- im  10 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *) *  ∆ ∆ (* *) *  11 

   *    *   *  ||    *   3+1 
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    x      x      x      3 

  x (x x)   x (x x)   x (x x)     9 

4b  ḥan nû- un  wə ra ḥû- um  wə ṣad dî- iq     8 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *     10 

   *   *  *  ||   *      3+1 

 

   x    x     x      x     4 

  (x x)  (x x)  x (x x)   x (x x)    10 

5a  ṭô- ob— ’î- iš  ḥô nē- en  û mal weh     7 

  *) (*  *) *  (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *    10 

  *   *  ||  *     *     2+2 

 

     x      x      x     3 

   x (x x)   x (x x)   x (x x)    9 

5b  yə kal kēl   də bā rā- ayw  bə miš pā- aṭ    9 

  ∆ (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *    10 

    *   *  *  ||   *     3+1 

 

   x     x    x    x       4 

  (x   x) (x x)  (x  x) (x x)      8 

6a  kî—  lə `ō lā- am  lō’— yim môṭ       7 

  *)  * (* *) (*  *)  (* *) *      9 

  *    *  || *   *       2+2 

 

    x     x     x     x    4 

   (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)   11 

6b  lə zē ker  `ô lā- am  yih yeh   ṣad dî- iq   9 

  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *   12 

   *    *  ||  *    *    2+2 

 

   x    x     x    x    x    5 

  (x  x) (x x)  x (x x)  (x x)  (x x)   11 

7a  miš šə mû `â   rā `â   lō’   yî rā’   9 

  (* *) (* *) *  (* *) *  ∆ ∆  (* *) *  10 

   *  *    *  ||     *   3+1 

 

    x     x     x      x   4 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)   x (x x)  12 

7b  nā kô- on  lib bô   bā ṭū- aḥ  ba YH WH   9 

  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *  12 

   *    *  ||  *     *   2+2 
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    x     x    x     x     4 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  (x x)  x (x x)    11 

8a  sā mû- uk  lib bô   lō’   yî rā’     7 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *) ∆  (* *) *    10 

   *    *  || *    *     2+2 

 

   x     x    x      x     4 

  (x x)   (x  x) (x x)   x (x x)    9 

8b  `ad   ’ă šer— yir ’eh   bə ṣā rā- ayw    8 

  *) ∆  (* *)  (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *    9 

  *   *   *  ||   *      3+1 

 

    x     x    x    x      4 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  (x x) x (x x)     11 

9a  piz zar   nā tan   lā ’eb yô nî- im     8 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *) * (* *) *     11 

   *  ||  *    *  *      1+3 

 

   x   x     x     x       4 

  (x x) (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)      10 

9b  ṣid qā tô   `ō me det  lā `ad       8 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

  *  *  ||  *    *       2+2 

 

    x     x      x       3 

  x (x x)  x (x x)   x (x x)      9 

9c  qar nô   tā rû- um  bə kā bô- od      7 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *      10 

   *  ||  *   *  *       1+3 
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    x     x      x       3 

  x (x x)  x (x x)   x (x x)      9 

10a  rā šā- a`  yir ’eh   wə kā `ās
63

      7 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *      10 

   *    *  || *  *       2+2 

 

    x      x      x      3 

  x (x x)  x  (x x)   x (x x)     9 

10b  šin nā- ayw  ya ḥă rōq   wə nā mās      7 

  (* *) *  (*  *) (*  *) (* *) *     10 

   *     *  || *  *      2+2 

 

     x      x     x      3 

  x  (x x)   x (x x)  x (x x)     9 

10c  ta ’ă wat   rə šā `î- im  tō’ bēd      7 

  (*  *) (*  *) (* *) *  (* *) *     10 

    *   *  *  ||  *      3+1 
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Proverbs 31:10-31 
 

   x    x    x     x       4 

  (x x)  (x x)  (x x)  x (x x)      9 

10a  ’ē šet— ḥa yil  mî   yim ṣā’       7 

   *) (*  *) (*   *) ∆  (* *) *      8 

  *   *  || *   *        2+2 

 

     x    x    x     x     4 

   x (x x)  (x  x) (x x)  x (x x)    10 

10b  wə rā ḥō- oq  mip pə nî nî- im  mik rā- ah    9 

  ∆ (*  *) (*  *) * (*  *) *  (* *) *    11 

    *   *   *  ||  *     3+1 

 

   x     x    x     x      4 

   (x x)   (x x)  (x x)  x (x x)     9 

11a  bā ṭaḥ   bā- ah  lēb   ba` lā- ah     6 

  *) (*   *) (*  *) *  (* *) *     9 

  *    *  || *    *      2+2 

 

     x    x     x        3 

   x (x x)  (x x)  x (x x)       8 

11b  wə šā lā- al  lō’   yeḥ sār        6 

  *) (* *) (*  *) ∆  (* *) *       8 

  *  *  || *    *        2+2 

 

     x    x       x      3 

   x (x x)  (x x)   x  (x x)     8 

12a  gə mā lat hû  ṭô -ob  wə lō’— rā`      8 

  *) (* *) (*  *) *  ∆ (*  *) *     9 

  *  *   *  ||    *      3+1 

 

   x     x     x         3 

  (x x)   (x x)  x (x x)        7 

12b  kōl   yə mê   ḥay yệ hā        6  

  *) ∆  (* *) (*  * (* *        7 

  *  ||  *   *  *        1+3 

 

   x   x    x      x       4 

  (x x) (x x)  (x x)   x (x x)      9 

13a  dā rə šâ   ṣe mer  û piš tî- im      8 

  (* *) (*   *) (*  *) (* *) *      9 

   *   || *   *  *       1+3 
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    x     x     x        3 

  x (x x)   (x x)  x (x x)       8 

13b  wat ta `aš  bə ḥē peṣ  kap pệ hā       9 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  * (* *       9 

   *  ||  *   *  *       1+3 

 

   x   x    x    x     x     5 

  (x x) (x x)  (x  x) (x x)  x (x x)    11 

14a  hā yə tâ   ko ’ŏ niy yô- ot  sô ḥēr     8 

  (* *) (*   *)  (* *) *  (* *) *    10 

   *   || *   *    *     1+3 

 

   x   x     x     x       4 

  (x x) (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)      10 

14b  mimmer ḥā- aq  tā bō’   laḥ mā- ah      7 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

  *  *  ||  *    *       2+2 

 

    x     x    x         3 

  x (x x)   (x x)  (x x)        7 

15a  wat tā qom  bǝ `ô- od  lay lâ        7 

  *) (* *)  (* *) (*  *) *        8 

  *  * ||  *   *         2+2 

 

   x   x    x      x       4 

  (x x) (x x)  (x x)   x (x x)      9 

15b  wat tit tēn   ṭe rep  lə bê tā- ah      8 

  *) (* *) (*  *) *  ∆ (* *) *      9 

  *  *   *  ||   *       3+1 

 

   x   x     x    x    x     5 

  (x x) (x x)  x (x x)  (x x) x (x x)    12 

16a  zā mə râ   śā deh   wat tiq qā ḥē hû            10 

  (* *) *   (* *) (*  *) * (* *) *    11 

   *     *  ||  *  *     2+2 

 

     x     x    x   x    x   5 

  x  (x x)  x (x x)  (x x) (x x)  (x x)  12 

16b  mip pə rî   kap pệ hā  nā ṭə `â   kā rem  11 

  (* ∆ *) *  (* *) *  (* *) (*   *) *  11 

    *    *  ||  *    *   2+2 
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   x   x     x     x       4 

  (x x) (x x)   (x x)  x (x x)      9 

17a  ḥā gə râ   bə `ô- oz  mot nệ hā      8 

  (* *) *   (* *) (*  * (* *      9 

   *     *  || *  *      2+2 

 

   x    x     x   x        4 

  (x  x) (x x)   (x x) (x x)       8 

17b  wat tə ’am mēṣ   zə rō `ô tệ hā       9 

  *) * (* *) *  (* *) (* *) *       10 

  *   *  ||  *  *        2+2 

 

   x   x      x     x      4 

  (x x) (x x)  x  (x x)  x (x x)     10 

18a  ṭā `ă mâ   kî—  ṭô- ob  saḥ rā- ah     7 

  (* *) *   (*  *) (*  * (* *     9 

   *   ||   *   *  *     1+3 

 

   x    x     x     x      4 

  (x  x) (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)     10 

18b  lō’— yik beh   bal lay lâ  nē rā- ah     8 

  *)  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *     10 

  *   *    *  ||  *      3+1 

 

        x      x    x   x      4 

  x (x x)  x  (x x)  (x x) (x x)     10 

19a  yā dệ hā  šil lə ḥâ   bak kî šô- or     9 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*   *) (* *) *     10 

   *  ||  *    *  *      1+3 

 

     x    x   x    x       4 

   x (x x)  (x x) (x x)  (x x)      9 

19b  wə kap pệ hā  tā mə kû   pā lek      8 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) (*   *) *      9 

  *  *  ||  *    *       2+2 

 

    x    x   x      x      4 

  x (x x)  (x x) (x x)   x (x x)     10 

20a  kap pā- ah  pā rə šâ   le `ā nî      8 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*   *) (* *) *     10 

   *  ||  *    *  *      1+3 
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     x      x    x   x     4 

   x (x x)  x  (x x)  (x x) (x x)    10 

20b  wə  yā dệ hā  šil lə ḥâ   lā ’eb yô- on    10 

  ∆ (* *) *  (* *) (*   *) (* *) *    10 

    *  ||  *    *  *     1+3 

 

   x    x      x     x     4 

  (x  x) (x x)   x (x x)  x (x x)    10 

21a  lō’— tî rā’   lə bê tā- ah  miš še leg    8 

  *)  (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *  (* *) *    10 

  *   *     *  ||  *     3+1 

 

   x    x    x     x     x   5 

  (x x)  (x  x) (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)  12 

21b  kî   kol— bê tā- ah  lā bū- uš  šā nî- im  8 

  (* ∆  *)  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *  11 

     *   *  ||  *    *   2+2 

 

   x   x    x   x    x       5 

  (x x) (x x)  (x x) (x x)  (x x)      10 

22a  mar bad dî- im  `ā śə tâ   llā- ah      7 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) (*   *) *      9 

  *  *  ||  *    *       2+2 

 

   x     x   x      x      4 

  (x x)   (x x) (x x)   x (x x)     9 

22b  šēš   wə ’ar gā mā- an  lə bû šā- ah     8 

  *) *  (* *) (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *     10 

  *    *  *  ||   *      3+1 

 

    x    x    x     x      4 

  x (x x)  (x  x) (x x)  x (x x)     10 

23a  nô dā`   baš šə `ā rî- im  ba` lā- ah     8 

  (* *) (*  *) * (* *) *  (* *) *     11 

   *   *   *  ||  *      3+1 

 

     x    x      x       3 

   x (x x)  (x  x) x  (x x)      8 

23b  bə šib tô   `im— ziq nê— ’ā reṣ      8 

  *) (* *) (*  *)  * (*  *) *      9 

  *  *  || *     *       2+2 
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    x    x   x    x   x      5 

  x (x x)  (x x) (x x)  (x x) (x x)     11 

24a  sā dî- in  `ā śə tâ   wat tim kōr      8 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*   *) (* *) *     10 

   *    *   || *  *      2+2 

 

     x    x   x    x     x   5 

  x  (x x)  (x x) (x x)  (x  x)  (x x)  11 

24b  wa ḥă gô- or  nā tə nâ   lak kə na `ă nî   9  

  (*  *) *  (* *) (*   *) * (*  *) *  11 

    *  ||  *    *    *   1+3 

 

   x      x      x       3 

  (x x)   x (x x)   x  (x x)      8 

25a  `ō- oz  wə hā dā- ar  lə bû šā- ah      7 

  *) (*  *) (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *      9 

  *   *  *  ||   *       3+1 

 

   x   x     x      x      4 

  (x x) (x x)   (x x)  x  (x x)     9 

25b  wat tiś ḥaq   lə yô- om  ’a ḥă rô- on     7 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (*  *) *     10 

  *  *  ||  *     *      2+2 

 

   x    x   x      x       4 

  (x x)  (x x) (x x)   x (x x)      9 

26a  pî hā  pā tə ḥâ   bə ḥok mâ       8 

  *) *  (* *) (*   *) (* *) *      9 

  *  ||  *    *  *       1+3 

 

    x     x    x     x     4 

   (x x)   (x x)  (x   x) (x x)    9 

26b  wə tô rat—  ḥe sed  `al— lə šô nā- ah    8 

  (* *) (*   *) (*  *)  * (* *) *    10 

   *    *  || *    *     2+2 

 

   x   x      x     x      4 

  (x x) (x x)   x (x x)  x (x x)     10 

27a  ṣô piy yâ   hă lî kô- ot  bê tā- ah     8 

  *) (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *  (* *) *     10 

  *  *  ||   *    *      2+2 
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    x     x    x     x     4 

   (x x)  x (x x)  (x x)  x (x x)    10 

27b  wə le ḥem  `aṣ lû- ut  lō’   tō’ kēl     8 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *) *  (* *) *    11 

   *    *  || *    *     2+2 

 

   x     x    x     x      4 

  (x x)  x (x x)  (x  x)  (x x)     9 

28a  qā mû  bā nê hā  wa yǝ ’aš šə rû hā     11 

  *) *  (* *) (*  *) * (* ∆ *) *     10 

  *    *  || *    *      2+2 

 

    x    x     x         3 

  x (x x)  (x  x)  (x x)        7 

28b  ba` lā- ah  wa yǝ ha lǝ lā- ah        7 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) (* *) *        9 

   *  || *  *  *         1+3 

 

    x     x    x    x      4 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  (x x)  (x x)     10 

29a  rab bô- ot  bā nô- ot  `ā śû  ḥā yil     7 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *) (*  *) *     10 

   *    *  || *   *      2+2 

 

    x     x    x    x      4 

   (x x)  x (x x)  (x  x) (x x)     9 

29b  wə ’at   `ā lî- it  `al— kul lā nâ     8 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *)  (* *) *     10 

   *  ||  *   *   *      1+3 
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   x     x     x     x     4 

  (x x)  x (x x)   (x x)  x (x x)    10 

30a  še qer  ha ḥēn   wə he bel  hay yō pî    10 

  *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *    11 

  *    *  ||  *    *     2+2 

 

    x      x    x     x    4 

  x (x x)   x (x x)  (x x)  x (x x)   11 

30b  ’iš šâ   nə bô nâ   hī’   tit hal lāl   9 

  (* *) *  ∆ (* *) (*  *) ∆  * (* *) *  11 

   *     *  || *    *    2+2 

 

      x      x     x     3 

   x  (x x)  x  (x x)  x (x x)    9 

31a  tə nû— lā- ah  mip pə rî   yā dệ hā    9 

  *) (*  *) *  (* ∆ *) *  (* *) *    10 

  *   *  ||   *    *     2+2 

 

   x    x    x    x      x   5 

  (x x)  (x x)  (x  x) (x x)  x  (x x)  11 

31b  wî ha lǝ lû hā  baš šə `ā rî-  im  ma `ă śệ hā    11 

  ∆ (* ∆ *) (*  *) * (* *) *  (*  *) *  11 

     *   *   *  ||   *   3+1
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Lamentations 5 

 

    x     x      x    x    4 

   (x x)  x (x x)  x  (x x)  (x x)   10 

1a  zǝ kōr   YH WH   meh — hā yâ  lā nû   9 

  (* *) *  (* *) *  (*  *) (*  *) *   11 

   *    *  ||   *   *    2+2 

 

    x     x    x     x     4 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  (x  x) x (x x)    11 

1b  hab bî ṭâ  ur ’eh   ’et— ḥer pā tē nû    10 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *)  * (* *) *    11 

   *  ||  *   *    *     1+3 

 

   x    x      x      x    4 

  (x  x) (x x)  x  (x x)   x (x x)   10 

2a  na ḥă lā tē nû  ne hep kâ   lǝ zā rî- im   10 

  *)  (* *) *  (* *) *   ∆ (* *) *   10 

  *   *  ||  *     *     2+2 

 

   x   x      x          3 

  (x x) (x x)   x (x x)         7 

2b  bā- at tê nû  lǝ nok rî- im         6 

  *) (* *) (*  *) (* *) *         8 

  *  *  || *  *          2+2 

 

     x     x     x    x    4 

   x (x x)  x (x x)   (x x)  (x x)   10 

3a  yǝ tô mî- im  hā yî nû  wǝ ’ê- en  ’ā- ab   9 

  ∆ (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *) *   11 

    *    *  ||  *   *    2+2 

 

   x   x     x   x         4 

  (x x) (x x)   (x x) (x x)        8 

3b  ’im mō tē nû  kǝ ’al mā nô- ot        8 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) (* *) *        9 

  *  *  ||  *  *         2+2 

 

   x   x     x     x       4 

  (x x) (x x)   (x x)  x (x x)      9 

4a  miy yā mê nû  bǝ ke sep  šā tî nû      10 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

  *  *  ||  *    *       2+2 
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    x      x     x       3 

  x (x x)   x (x x)  x (x x)      9 

4b  `ē ṣê nû  bǝ mā ḥî- ir  yā bō ’û      9 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

   *  || *  *    *       1+3 

 

   x    x   x     x        4 

  (x x)  (x x) (x x)  x (x x)       9 

5a  `al   ṣaw wā’ rē nû  nir dāp nû       8 

  (* ∆  *) (* *) (*  * (* *       8 

  *    *  || *  *        2+2 

 

    x     x    x    x      4 

  x (x x)   (x x)  (x x)  (x x)     9 

5b  yā ga` nû  wǝ lō’   hû naḥ  lā nû     9 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *) (*  *) *     10 

   *  ||  *   *   *      1+3 

 

    x     x    x         3 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  (x x)        8 

6a  miṣ ra yim  nā tan nû  yā- ad        7 

  (* *) (*  * (* *  (* *        8 

   *  || *  *   *        2+2 

 

    x     x    x         3 

  x (x x)  x (x x)  (x x)        8 

6b  ’aš šû- ur  liś bō- a`  lā ḥem        6 

  (* *) (*  * (* *  (* *        8 

   *  || *  *   *        1+3 

 

     x    x   x      x     4 

   x (x x)  (x x) (x x)   x (x x)    10 

7a  ’ă bō tē nû  ḥā ṭǝ ’û   wǝ ’ê nā- am    10 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) *   ∆ (* *) *    10 

  *  *    *   ||   *     3+1 

 

     x      x   x     x    4 

  x  (x x)   x (x x) (x x)  x (x x)   11 

7b  wa ’ă naḥ nû  `ă wō nō tê he- em  sā bāl nû   11 

  (*  *) *  ∆ (* *) (* *) *  (* *) *   11 

    *  ||   *  *    *    1+3 
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     x    x   x    x       4 

   x (x x)  (x x) (x x)  (x x)      9 

8a  `ă bā dî- im  mā šǝ lû   bā nû      8 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) (*   *) *      9 

  *  *  ||  *    *       2+2 

 

    x    x    x   x        4 

  x (x x)  (x x)  (x x) (x x)       9 

8b  pō rēq   ’ê- en  miy yā dā- am       6 

  (* *) (*  *) (*  *) (* *) *       9 

   *  || *   *  *        1+3 

 

     x     x     x       3 

   x (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)      9 

9a  bǝ nap šē nû  nā bî’   laḥ mē nû      9 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

  *  *  ||  *    *       2+2 

 

     x    x    x   x       4 

  x  (x x)  (x x)  (x x) (x x)      9 

9b  mip pǝ nê   ḥe reb  hammid bā- ar      8 

  (* ∆ *) (*  *) (*  *) (* *) *      9 

    *  || *   *  *       1+3 

 

    x      x     x       3 

  x (x x)   x (x x)  x (x x)      9 

10a  `ô rē nû  kǝ tan nû- ur  nik mā rû      9 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

   *  || *  *    *       1+3 

 

     x      x     x      3 

  x  (x x)  x  (x x)  x (x x)     9 

10b  mip pǝ nê   zal `ă pô- ot  rā `ā- ab     8 

  (* ∆ *) (*  *) (* *) *  (* *) *     10 

    *  || *  *    *      1+3 

 

    x      x     x       3 

  x (x x)   x (x x)  x (x x)      9 

11a  nā šî- im  bǝ ṣiy yô- on  `in nû       7 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

   *  || *  *    *       1+3 
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     x      x      x     3 

   x (x x)   x (x x)   x (x x)    9 

11b  bǝ tū lō- ot  bǝ `ā rê   yǝ hû dâ     9 

  ∆ (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *    10 

    *  || *  *     *     1+3 

 

    x      x     x       3 

  x (x x)   x (x x)  x (x x)      9 

12a  śā rî- im  bǝ yā dā- am  nit lû       7 

  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

   *  || *  *    *       1+3 

 

    x      x    x     x    4 

   (x x)   x (x x)  (x x)  x (x x)   10 

12b  pǝ nê   zǝ qē nî- im  lō’   neh dā rû   9 

  (* *) ∆  * (* *) (*  *) *  (* *) *   11 

   *     *  || *    *    2+2 

 

   x   x     x     x       4 

  (x x) (x x)   (x x)  x (x x)      9 

13a  ba ḥû rî- im  ṭǝ ḥô- on  nā śā ’û      8 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

  *  *  ||  *    *       2+2 

 

   x   x     x     x       4 

  (x x) (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)      10 

13b  un `ā rî- im  bā `ē- eṣ  kā šā lû      8 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

  *  *  ||  *    *       2+2 

 

     x     x     x       3 

   x (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)      9 

14a  zǝ qē nî- im  miš ša `ar  šā bā tû      9 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

  *  *  ||  *    *       2+2 

 

   x   x    x     x        4 

  (x x) (x x)  (x  x) x (x x)       9 

14b  ba ḥû rî- im  min nǝ gî nā tā- am       8 

  *) (* *) (*  *) ∆ * (* *) *       9 

  *  *  ||   *  *        2+2 
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    x     x     x        3 

  x (x x)   (x x)  x (x x)       8 

15a  šā bat   mǝ śô- oś  lib bē nû       7 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  * (* *       9 

   *  ||  *   *  *       1+3 

 

    x     x      x       3 

  x (x x)   (x x)   x (x x)      8 

15b  neh pak   lǝ ’ē bel  mǝ ḥō lē nû      9 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *      10 

   *    *  || *  *       2+2 

 

   x   x     x     x       4 

  (x x) (x x)   (x x)  x (x x)      9 

16a  nā pǝ lâ   `ă ṭe ret  rō’ šē nû      9 

  (* *) *   (* *) (*  * (* *      9 

   *   ||  *   *  *      1+3 

 

   x   x    x    x     x     5 

  (x x) (x x)  (x x)  (x x)  x (x x)    11 

16b  ’ô- oy—nā’   lā nû  kî   ḥā ṭā’ nû    8 

  (* ∆ *) (*  *) (*  *) ∆  (* *) *    10 

    *   *  || *    *     2+2 

 

     x     x     x     x   4 

  x  (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)  12 

17a  `al— zeh   hā yâ   dā weh   lib bē nû  9 

  (*  *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *  12 

    *  ||  *    *    *   1+3 

 

     x    x   x     x      4 

  x  (x x)  (x x) (x x)  x (x x)     10 

17b  `al— ’ēl leh  ḥā šǝ kû   `ê nê nû     9 

  (*  *) *  (* *) (*   * (* *     9 

    *  ||  *    *  *     1+3 

 

   x    x    x    x   x      5 

  (x x)  (x  x) (x x)  (x x) (x x)     10 

18a  `al   har— ṣiy yô- on  šeš šā mē- em     7 

  (* ∆  *)  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *     9 

     *   *  || *  *      2+2 
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   x   x    x     x        4 

  (x x) (x x)  (x  x)  (x x)       8 

18b  šû `ā lî- im  hil lǝ kû— bô        7 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) (*  *) *       9 

  *  *  ||  *   *        2+2 

 

    x     x      x     x   4 

  x (x x)  x (x x)   x (x x)  x (x x)  12 

19a  ’at tâ   YH WH   lǝ `ô lā- am  tē šēb   9 

  *) *   (* *) *  ∆ (* *) *  (* *) *  11 

  *     *  ||   *    *   2+2 

 

     x     x     x       3 

  x  (x x)   (x x)  x (x x)      8 

19b  kis ’ă kā   lǝ dô- or  wā dô- or      7 

  (* *) *   (* *) (*  * (* *      9 

   *  ||   *   *  *      1+3 

 

   x     x    x   x        4 

  (x x)  x (x x)  (x x) (x x)       9 

20a  lām mâ  lā ne ṣaḥ  tiš kā ḥē nû       9 

  *) *  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *       9 

  *    *  || *  *        2+2 

 

     x     x     x       3 

  x  (x x)   (x x)  x (x x)      8 

20b  ta `az bē nû  lǝ ’ō rek  yā mî- im      9 

  *) (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *      10 

  *  *  ||  *    *       2+2 

 

     x     x     x      x  4 

   x (x x)  x (x x)  x (x x)   x (x x) 12 

21a  hă šî bē nû  YH WH   ’ē lệ kā  wǝ nā šû bâ 13 

  ∆ (* *) *  (* *) *  (* *) *  ∆ (* *) * 12 

    *    *    *  ||   *  3+1 

 

    x     x     x        3 

  x (x x)  x (x x)   (x x)       8 

21b  ḥā dēš   yā mê nû  kǝ qe dem       8 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  * (* *       9 

   *    *  || *  *       2+2 
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   x    x    x      x      4 

  (x x)  (x  x) (x x)   x (x x)     9 

22a  kî   ’im— mā ’ō- os  mǝ ’as tā nû     8 

  (* ∆  *)  (* *) (*  *) (* *) *     9 

     *   *  || *  *      2+2 

 

    x     x       x      3

  x (x x)  x (x x)  x   (x x)     9 

22b  qā ṣap tā  `ā lê nû  `ad— mǝ ’ō- od     9 

  (* *) *  (* *) (*  *)  (* *) *     10 

   *    *  || *   *      2+2 
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Appendix II: Statistical Analysis 

 

Psalm 111 
 

 Moras Syllables Feet Words Disj. Caes. 

TH Poetry Vance DeCaen TH Poetry MT Cons. 

1a 10 11 8 8 4 4 3 4 2 2 

1b 8 10 8 8 3 4 3 3 2 3 

2a 9 10 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 2 

2b 8 10 8 8 3 4 2 3 2 2 

3a 8 9 6 6 3 4 2 3 2 3 

3b 10 11 9 9 4 4 3 3 2 2 

4a 9 11 8 9 4 4 3 3 2 2 

4b 9 10 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 3 

5a 9 9 6 7 4 4 3 3 2 1 

5b 9 10 8 8 3 4 3 3 2 3 

6a 11 11 8 8 4 4 4 4 2 2 

6b 12 12 8 8 4 4 4 4 2 2 

7a 12 12 9 9 4 4 4 4 2 2 

7b 9 9 7 7 4 4 2 3 2 2 

8a 9 10 8 8 3 4 3 3 2 3 

8b 9 10 9 8 3 4 3 3 2 2 

9a 8 10 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 1 

9b 9 10 8 8 3 4 2 3 2 3 

9c 8 10 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 3 

10a 12 12 8 8 4 4 4 4 2 2 

10b 9 10 7 8 4 4 3 4 2 2 

10c 10 11 9 9 4 4 3 3 2 2 

Total 207 228 170 172 77 88 66 72 44 49 

Min 8 9 6 6 3 4 2 3 2   

Max 12 12 9 9 4 4 4 4 2   

Mean 9 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2   

Med. 9 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2   

Mode 9 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 2 
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Psalm 112 
 

 Moras Syllables Feet Words Disj. Caes. 

TH Poetry Vance DeCaen TH Poetry MT Cons. 

1a 11 10 8 8 5 4 3 5 2 2 

1b 9 11 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 2 

2a 12 12 8 9 4 4 4 4 2 2 

2b 8 9 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 3 

3a 8 9 6 7 3 4 2 3 2 2 

3b 10 11 9 9 4 4 3 3 2 2 

4a 12 11 8 9 5 4 4 4 2 3 

4b 9 10 8 8 3 4 3 3 2 3 

5a 10 10 7 7 4 4 3 4 2 2 

5b 9 10 9 9 3 4 3 3 2 3 

6a 8 9 7 7 4 4 2 4 2 2 

6b 11 12 8 9 4 4 4 4 2 2 

7a 12 11 9 9 5 4 3 3 2 3 

7b 12 12 9 9 4 4 4 4 2 2 

8a 11 11 7 7 4 4 4 4 2 2 

8b 9 9 8 8 4 4 3 4 2 3 

9a 11 11 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 1 

9b 10 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 2 

9c 9 10 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 1 

10a 9 10 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 2 

10b 9 10 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 2 

10c 9 10 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 3 

Total 218 228 170 174 83 88 69 76 44 49 

Min 8 9 6 7 3 4 2 3 2   

Max 12 12 9 9 5 4 4 5 2   

Mean 10 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2   

Med. 10 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2   

Mode 9 10 8 7 4 4 3 3 2 2 
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Proverbs 31:10ff 
 

 Moras Syllables Feet Words Disj. Caes. 

TH Poetry Vance DeCaen TH Poetry MT Cons. 

10a 9 8 5 7 4 4 3 4 2 2 

10b 10 11 9 9 4 4 3 3 2 3 

11a 9 9 6 6 4 4 4 4 2 2 

11b 8 8 6 6 3 4 3 3 2 2 

12a 8 9 9 8 3 4 3 4 2 3 

12b 7 7 6 6 3 4 3 3 2 1 

13a 9 9 7 8 4 4 3 3 2 1 

13b 8 9 8 9 3 4 3 3 2 1 

14a 11 10 9 8 5 4 3 3 2 1 

14b 10 10 7 7 4 4 3 3 2 2 

15a 7 8 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 2 

15b 9 9 7 8 4 4 3 3 2 3 

16a 12 11 10
64

 10 5 4 3 3 2 2 

16b 12 11 10 11 5 4 4 4 2 2 

17a 9 9 9 8 4 4 3 3 2 2 

17b 8 10 9 9 4 4 2 2 2 2 

18a 10 9 7 7 4 4 3 4 2 1 

18b 10 10 7 8 4 4 3 4 2 3 

19a 10 10 9 9 4 4 3 3 2 1 

19b 9 9 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 2 

20a 10 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 1 

20b 10 10 10 10 4 4 3 3 2 1 

21a 10 10 8 8 4 4 3 4 2 3 

21b 12 11 8 8 5 4 4 5 2 2 

22a 10 9 7 7 5 4 3 3 2 2 

22b 9 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 3 

23a 10 11 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 3 

23b 8 9 7 8 3 4 2 4 2 2 

24a 11 10 8 8 5 4 3 3 2 2 

24b 11 11 10 9 5 4 3 3 2 1 

25a 8 9 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 3 

25b 9 10 7 7 4 4 3 3 2 2 

26a 9 9 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 1 

26b 9 10 8 8 4 4 2 4 2 2 

27a 10 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 2 

27b 10 11 7 8 4 4 4 4 2 2 

28a 9 10 11 11 4 4 3 3 2 2 

28b 7 9 5 7 3 4 2 2 2 1 

29a 10 10 7 7 4 4 4 4 2 2 

29b 9 10 8 8 4 4 3 4 2 1 

30a 10 11 8 10 4 4 4 4 2 2 

30b 11 11 10 9 4 4 4 4 2 2 

31a 9 10 9 9 3 4 3 4 2 2 

31b 11 11 11 11 5 4 3 3 2 3 
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Total 417 428 351 359 175 176 135 147 88   

Min 7 7 5 6 3 4 2 2 2   

Max 12 12 11 11 5 4 4 5 2   

Mean 10 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2   

Med. 10 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2   

Mode 10 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 2 
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Lamentations 5 
 

 Moras Syllables Feet Words Disj. Caes. 

TH Poetry Vance DeCaen TH Poetry MT Cons. 

10a 10 11 9 9 4 4 4 5 2 2 

10b 11 11 11 10 4 4 3 3 2 1 

11a 10 10 10 10 4 4 3 3 2 2 

11b 7 8 6 6 3 4 2 2 2 2 

12a 10 11 9 9 4 4 4 4 2 2 

12b 8 9 8 8 4 4 2 2 2 2 

13a 9 10 8 10 3 4 3 3 2 2 

13b 9 10 9 9 3 4 3 3 2 1 

14a 9 8 8 8 3 4 3 3 2 2 

14b 9 10 8 9 4 4 3 4 2 1 

15a 8 8 6 7 3 4 3 3 2 2 

15b 8 8 5 6 3 4 3 3 2 1 

16a 10 10 10 10 4 4 3 3 2 3 

16b 11 11 12 11 4 4 3 3 2 1 

17a 9 9 8 8 3 4 3 3 2 2 

17b 9 9 6 6 4 4 3 3 2 1 

18a 9 10 9 9 3 4 3 3 2 2 

18b 9 9 7 8 4 4 3 3 2 1 

19a 9 10 9 9 3 4 3 3 2 1 

19b 9 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 1 

20a 9 10 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 1 

20b 9 10 9 9 3 4 3 3 2 1 

21a 9 10 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 1 

21b 10 11 9 9 4 4 4 4 2 2 

22a 9 10 8 8 4 4 3 3 2 2 

22b 10 10 9 8 4 4 3 3 2 2 

23a 9 10 8 9 3 4 3 3 2 2 

23b 9 9 8 8 4 4 2 2 2 2 

24a 8 9 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 1 

24b 8 10 8 9 3 4 3 3 2 2 

25a 9 10 9 9 4 4 3 3 2 1 

25b 11 10 8 8 5 4 4 5 2 2 

26a 12 12 9 9 4 4 4 5 3 1 

26b 10 9 9 9 4 4 3 4 2 1 

27a 10 9 7 7 5 4 3 4 2 2 

27b 8 9 7 7 4 4 2 3 2 2 

28a 12 11 9 9 4 4 4 4 2 2 

28b 8 9 7 7 3 4 3 3 2 1 

29a 9 9 8 9 4 4 3 3 2 2 

29b 8 10 8 9 3 4 3 3 2 2 

30a 12 12 13 13 4 4 4 4 2 3 

30b 8 9 7 8 3 4 3 3 2 2 

31a 9 9 8 8 3 4 3 4 3 2 

31b 9 10 9 9 3 4 3 4 2 2 
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Total 408 429 364 372 158 176 135 144 90   

Min 7 8 5 6 3 4 2 2 2   

Max 12 12 13 13 5 4 4 5 3   

Mean 9 10 8 9 4 4 3 3 2   

Med. 9 10 8 9 4 4 3 3 2   

Mode 9 10 8 9 4 4 3 3 2 2 
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Endnotes 
                                            
1
 I wish to express my sincerest gratitude to John Hobbins, to whom this paper is 

dedicated. He has sustained my studies when they would have otherwise languished, with 

his  

constant    encouragement,  

faithful    correspondence, 

voluminous   feedback, and  

bibliographical   wizardry.     Thank you. 

 

I would also like to thank…  

for the constructive criticism that has been incorporated into this nth draft.  

 
2
 W. H. Auden, “Doggerel by a Senior Citizen” (ll. 35-36). 

 
3
 W. B. Yeats, “To the Rose upon the Rood of Time” (ll. 19-21). 

 
4
 [but then again Hobbins (2011) on lineation or not…!!  

Insert here summary of worked example from King Lear in Longenbach (2008): a 

substantial meditation on the justification—or better, lack thereof—of compositors in 

setting text as verse or as prose] 

 
5
 “Line length … is not measured by counting syllables directly…. Instead, line length is 

measured indirectly by a special procedure for grouping syllables…. the syllables are not 

directly subject to grouping. Grouping rather is imposed on projections of syllables” 

(Fabb & Halle 2008: 4, italics original). 

 
6
 This appears to be the ulterior motive of the thesis: to foreclose on emendation metri 

causa. This goal of foreclosure is confirmed by the forward by David Petersen, who 

summarizes Vance (2001) thus: “Consequently, scholars should no longer use the 

assumed existence of meter as a basis for textual emendation that seeks to make poetic 

texts more “metrical” or identify certain texts as poetry based on the presence of “meter” 

or, alternatively, as prose based on its absence” (p. ix).  

This goal is found restated in Vance‟s conclusion: “From at least the beginning of 

the Christian era, scholars have argued that the Hebrew Bible contains poetry.  Moreover, 

in the vast majority of cases, those who have presented such an argument have described 

that poetry as metrical…. Having posited a theory of Hebrew meter, the scholars were 

wont to use it as the basis for exegetical decisions such as emending the text (even where 

there was no textual support for the proposed emendation)…. However, if meter is, in 

fact, not an element integral to Hebrew poetry, then such exegetical decisions have no 

foundation” (Vance 2001: 489). 

 
7
 On Tiberian accentuation, see Flender (1992), Jacobson (2002), Price (1990); see 

further Weil (1995). 
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8
 [Completely rewrite:] Octosyllabic, that is, by rounding to the nearest whole number; 

see further Vance (2001) for statistical profiles of the various poems. On octosyllabism, it 

is worth noting that there is a fundamental universality in eight syllables, eight eighth 

notes, and four beats per line in the world‟s poetry; see further XX (19xx: xx) and Aroui 

(2009: esp. 8f), citing the work of Brăiloiu, Burling and Arleo. 

 
9
 Hobbins (2007) claims priority both in the general spirit of his approach and in the 

specific appeal to the prosodic hierarchy of Generative Phonology. His pioneering 

contribution can also be read as a refutation of Vance (2001). 

Whereas DeCaen (2009) identifies the timing-unit as the TH foot, and so moves in 

the direction of an accentual-syllabic theory of BH poetry, Hobbins (2007) identifies 

instead a phonological word (ω), more or less the Masoretic word, as the timing-unit. 

While he finds motivation in the work of Harshav and Alter, Hobbins (2007) is 

essentially a strong-stress theory in the long, proud tradition of Ley, Budde and Sievers; 

his approach is accordingly exposed to the same criticisms (e.g., Vance 2001: ch. 2, 

“Accentual”, pp. 97-173). 

Both Hobbins (2007) and DeCaen (2009) appeal to the phonological phrase (φ) in 

the regulation of the line. Whereas DeCaen (2009) appeals directly to TH phonology, 

identifying the φ with the musico-prosodic phrases of TH accentuation (following 

Dresher 1994), Hobbins (2007) defines a “verset” analogous to φ. 

DeCaen (2009) should be preferred, all things being equal (they never are), (a) for its 

stricter regulation of heterometry and anisosyllabism, and (b) the narrower gap between 

TH phonology and poetic measure. 

 
10

 In a sense it can be argued that minority poetic-accent system is designed specifically 

to handle such cases. An essential feature of this minority system is the demotion of 

disjunctives to an “optional” lǝgarmeh (see Price 1990: 187 et passim) to accommodate 

poetic lines of such prosodic structure. 

 
11

 Delete Proverbs 31:15c as a gloss; cf. 27:27 (BHS). On the difficulty of ṭerep and the 

relation to ḥōq, see Fox (2009: 894).  

Delete also metri causa. As will be explained further (§6.3.5), line 15c just happens 

to be the only line in the corpus of four poems that does not scan as metrical according to 

the analysis proposed here. 

 
12

 On the basis of trial cuts and “metrical contracts” (§1.0), it is clear that qînâ/lament is a 

grab bag of measures (see further §5.3.6): 

 

8 feet  = Tetrametric Couplet (4+4):     Lam 5 

7 feet  = Heptameter (4+3) < (4+4) by catalexis:  Lam 3 

6 feet  = Hexameter (3+3):       Lam 1, 2, 4 

5 feet  = Pentameter (3+2) < (3+3) by catalexis:  Jonah 2 

 
13

 [outline the criticisms in the various book reviews; see if there are any new ones] 
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14

 See Vance (2001) for a summary of some oddball attempts at accentual-syllabic 

analysis (ch. 2, “Accentual-Syllabic”, pp. 207-220). On the basis of these few oddballs, 

he categorically concludes that the accentual-syllabic approach is “dead” (p. 221). 

REVIEW ODDBALLS for points of comparison. 

 
15

 [insert note here on mora, maybe cite Goldsmith chapter] 

 
16

 The quantity system that Hebrew inherited distinguished three moraic (μ) grades of 

syllables: 

 

  *CV    “light”    1 μ 

  *CVV, CVC   “heavy”    2 μ 

  *CVVC, CVCC  “superheavy”  3 μ 

 

[add here references culled from Prince, McCarthy, Churchyard, etc.] 

 
17

 On the question of quantity, it is the opinion of Vance (2001) that “enough is known of 

Hebrew vocalization to reject quantitative meter as a real possibility. That no one has 

proposed a quantitative meter in the last century would tend to support this conclusion” 

(2001: 95; see further 47-95). He accordingly concludes that a quantitative approach to 

BH metre is “dead” (p. 221), despite the centrality of quantity-sensitivity to TH 

phonology (Khan 1987, DeCaen 2008). 

¶ADD HERE SUMMARIES OF 

Isaacs 

Christensen 

 
18

 Vance (2001) declares that “it would be a monumental task to reconstruct the catalogue 

of feet, the allowable substitutions, and the like…” (p. 221). This is simply rhetorical 

exaggeration in the absence of any argument. In any case, the theoretical framework 

adopted in the present work obviates the cataloguing. 

 
19

 [say something enthusiastic about Goerwitz‟s thesis on pausal phonology] 

 
20

 “Meter is not a description of what the poet has accomplished; it is a contract 

between the poet and the reader wherein the poet declares what he or she is 

going to do. This contract sets up expectation in the reader. The fulfilling of the 

contract may involve permissible variations to which the reader is sensitive and 

which give added pleasure to the reader. However, for a poem to be considered 

metrical, it must exhibit a discernible and highly regular pattern” (Vance 2001: 

39). 

“For meter to work, the audience must be able to perceive it. Meter is a 

contract between the poet and the reader. The poet declares what he or she is 

going to do in the opening lines of the poem, and this, in turn sets up the reader‟s 

expectation. The fulfilling of the contract may involve permissible variations to 
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which the reader is sensitive and that give heightened pleasure for the reader…” 

(Vance 2001: 491). 

 
21

 Fabb & Halle (2008) are adapting Robert Frost‟s dichotomy of iambics. “All that can 

be done with words is soon told. So also with meters—particularly in our language where 

there are virtually but two, strict iambic and loose iambic” (Frost 1939, cited by Fabb & 

Halle 2008: 67). Loose metre appears in folk genres (ballads, songs, nursery rhymes), and 

was picked up by the Romantics. It is characterized by a certain aperiodicity. 

 
22

 The argument for this would take us well beyond the scope of this limited study, so it 

will simply be left stipulated. The three clitic versions yāhû, yǝhô, and yāh suggest 

something very close to yāhû. 

 
23

 [Long words… expand note to include full summary DeCaen (2008) and 

Dresher/Breuer.] 

 
24

 In DeCaen (2009), the remarkable distribution of word-shapes in Ps 111 was noted, in 

particular that of the anapest. “Of considerable interest is the distribution of the anapest… 

throughout the psalm…. We observe that an anapest in Psalm 111 appears on the 

disjunctives only, not the conjunctives. Indeed, the anapest is much preferred on the 

major disjunctives…” (p. 97). 

 
25

 Still, 94% is not bad without any qualifications. Vance (2001) concedes that a 97% 

threshold might be acceptable for the more complicated metrical systems, such as the one 

proposed here (p. 39 et passim). 

 
26

 Baudelaire, “Bénédiction”, Fleurs du Mal; the analysis of this opening line is adapted 

from Dane (2010: A.3.1.1., p. 39; A.5.1., 42). 

 
27

 [Masoretic sources: chapter and verse.] 

 
28

 The “spondaic comedy” is pointed out by Fussell (1979: 43). 

 
29

 Eliot, “Portrait of a Lady”, III l.9. 

 
30

 This should not be understood to mean that BH poetry can always and everywhere 

project such feet headed by schwa. Indeed, to anticipate the larger study, the principal 

watershed among poets and styles is precisely whether such a schwa-headed group is 

possible, or prohibited outright. Whether this can be correlated with diachronic features 

of the language is an interesting question; on the tentative linguistic dating of biblical 

texts, see further DeCaen (2001). 

 
31

 [See if Khan, Churchyard, etc. mention this form specifically.] 
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32

 An extrasyllabic consonant is sufficient to render a TH syllable “inherently heavy” 

(projecting two TH moras). Such extrasyllabicity may arise in three ways.  

(i) The syllable may be underlyingly /CVV.C/, the direct decendent of the Semitic 

“superheavy” syllable (see n. 16). 

(ii) The syllable may be lexically marked for extrametricality: a final closed syllable 

of nouns (free/unbound), adjectives and adverbs is inherently heavy /CV.C#/ and so 

impervious to stress-retraction; whereas the same final closed syllable of verbs, 

prepositions, and construct/bound nouns is inherently light /CVC.#/, and the latter lexical 

class is accordingly subject to stress-retraction. (Crucially, this TH lexical dichotomy is 

directly correlated with the ability to project an “edge” of a phonological phrase in the 

syntax-to-prosody mapping algorithm (DeCaen in progress).)  

(iii) The syllable may also arise secondarily by the resyllabification of a surface-open 

syllable (by pretonic lengthening) [CV:] with a syncopated syllable (leaving a vocal 

schwa): hence kātābû → kātǝbû creates an inherently heavy first syllable by 

resyllabification [kā.t.bû] (Kahn 1987: xx; DeCaen 2008). 

[add reference to Goldsmith collection on extrametricality; add Churchyard references] 

 

[add here lengthy note explaining threefold inheritance; and also review previous 

attempts at quantity-sensitivity in light of Vance, and add lengthy review of Isaacs 

1918—thanks JH!] 

 
33

 Prov 31:12b, 13b, 17a, 18a. 

 
34

 Lam 5:5a, 6a, 6b, 15a, 16a, 17b, 19b, 21b. 

 
35

 “Finally, trochaic substitution in iambic contexts is the customary metrical technique 

for producing… the effect of sudden movement or of a surprising emphasis or of a 

change in direction or tone…. There are three general positions in the line where trochaic 

substitution occurs: in the first position, in the middle, and at the end. In the first position 

trochaic substitution is extremely common—indeed, this one variation is the most 

common in all English poetry. It is less common in medial position. And it is very 

uncommon in terminal position. Substitution in each position tends to transmit its own 

unique kind of effects” (Fussell 1979: 49). 

 
36

 Shakespeare, Hamlet (III.i, ll. 56-57). 

 
37

 Yeats, “Among School Children” (l. 32), cited among several examples of terminal 

trochees by various masters in Fussell (1979: 57-59). Fussell comments, “Trochees in the 

terminal position… are extremely rare…. Some of the very few successful terminal 

trochees we encounter are employed to transmit a sophisticated and slightly weary 

sardonic effect (p. 57). 

 
38

 Donne, “Elegy: Image of her whom I love” (l.13). This line is also quoted by Vance 

(2001) in passing in a related context (p. 24). 
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39

 Donne, “The Flea” (l. 16). 

 
40

 “The textsetting problem, proposed by Halle & Lerdahl (1993), concerns how lines of 

linguistic text are arranged in time against a predetermined rhythmic pattern. It arises in 

the context of sung and chanted verse. We suppose that when a person knows at least one 

verse of a particular song or chant [metrical contract], she has internalized its rhythmic 

pattern. The lines of later verses must adhere to this pattern, even when they have 

different syllable counts or stress than the original lines…. The ability to set text is 

productive. Native speakers familiar with a particular tradition of sung or chanted verse 

can readily text-set novel lines to existing rhythms” (Hayes 2009: 43-44). 

 
41

 [Insert here lengthy summary and criticism of Isaacs 1918; really important to check 

for precedents in Vance too….] 

 
42

 [discuss here (a) minimum foot constraints relative to trochaic system, and (b) the 

relation to an apparent TH pitch-accent—see works by Hellmuth Cairene pitch-accent] 

 
43

 [Detail critically here. Add here (?!) Hobbins (2007)‟s approach to clitics.] 

 
44

 [Insert here all references to such in Price (1990).] 

 
45

 [rehearse argument for priority in DeCaen 2005 here; see if direct Revell quotations 

can be found from his pausal-phonology papers…] 

 
46

 [optimality theory again] 

 
47

 The terms “group” and “ungrouped” are technical notions defined by the following 

convention. “A left parenthesis groups the asterisks on its right; a right parenthesis groups 

asterisks on its left. Asterisks that are neither to the right of a left parenthesis, nor to the 

left of a right parenthesis, are ungrouped” (Fabb & Halle 2008: (19), p. 13). 

 
48

 A fine point: no specification for gridline 3 is supplied, and so the algorithm halts 

regardless (Fabb & Halle 2008: 7). One way to limit a metrical line, then, is (a) to restrict 

the number of gridlines in this fashion, and (b) to restrict the last or bottom-most gridline 

of the metrical grid to just one asterisk,x, dot, etc.: “The bottom-most Gridline in a well-

formed grid must contain exactly one asterisk” (Fabb & Halle 2008: (11), p. 7). 

 
49

 Maxim of Natural Textsetting: “Natural song, as a default, is a stylization of everyday 

language. Pitch, quantity and intensity of sung syllables are regulated in accordance with 

the language-particular phonological system” (Hanna & Vetterle 2009: (2), p. 81, citing 

Vetterle 2003). 
50

 Fabb & Halle (2008) refer to “the special role of the head of the [metrical] verse, i.e., 

of the unique syllable that projects to the bottom line of the metrical grid. It is this unique 

syllable in the grid that is targeted by the metrical rule … and … it is also the target of 
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similar operations in other languages and poetic traditions” (p. 33). What is suggested in 

the present context is a similar role for the musical head of the line. 

 
51

 E.g., ṣil.lô → ṣi.lă.lô (Job 40:22). 

 
52

 Instances in the present corpus are: Ps 112:4a; Prov 31:16b, 28a, 31a, 31b; Lam 5:9b, 

10b, 14b. 

 
53

 E.g., the line-initial verb forms in Ps 6:8a and 8b. Thanks to John Hobbins for drawing 

my attention to this psalm. 

 
54

 This parameter was identified during correspondence with John Hobbins on the value 

of schwa in BH poetry and its ability—or rather lack thereof—to head a metrical foot. 

 
55

 Milton, “At a Solemn Musick”, lines 1-3; these lines are cited by Hirsch (1999: 17). 

 
56

 Whitman, “Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking”, line 20; the first stanza is cited by 

Hirsch (1999: 21). 

 
57

 Vance (2001) “convincingly demonstrates that meter … does not exist in biblical 

Hebrew poetry” (David Petersen, in his preface to Vance 2001: vii). 
 
58

 On white swans and blacks swans generally, see the important book by Taleb (2010). 

 
59

 W. B. Yeats, “To the Rose upon the Rood of Time” (ll. 19-21). 

 
60

 [Add here long note on the importance of DeCaen 2003 in establishing the accuracy of 

TH phonology and its ability to preserve ancient distinctions no longer made in the 

medieval period: esp. the implied lateral realization of sin.] 

 
61

 [Insert here review of Dresher‟s work on connection to Gregorian chant] 

 
62

 [Review the sporadic work on ancient Near Eastern music; anything recent? Add 

Altmann] 

 
63

 The Masoretic text is in error, both Leningrad (BHS) and Aleppo (Keter), incorrectly 

pointing as major pause (DeCaen 2005, see further Goerwitz 1993); cf. verse 10b with 

the required major pause. The mistake is guarded against correction in the marginal 

masora parva (see further Kelley et al. 1998): the word וכעס appears twice, once here 

(incorrectly!) with major-pausal qametz, once elsewhere (Ec 5:16) with contextual 

pathah. 

 
64

 Correcting typographical error “18” in Vance (2001). 


